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PREFACE
Logistics plays a very important and still increasing role in activities of modern business institutions. Due to importance and complexity of tasks involved
logistics should be (and to great extent is) aided by information systems. Despite
the fact that Computer Aided Logistics (CAL) systems are designed and implemented in many different forms, a factor of logistics efficiency is always a very
important issue.
Current volume consists of 12 papers written by 17 authors coming from different institutions. It provides a rich source of ideas, concepts, solutions, and perspectives. We believe that presented results will be useful for all researchers,
experts, and business practitioners, including managers themselves, which are dealing with different categories of information management systems. Chapters are
ordered alphabetically, according to the surnames of the first-named authors.
Influence of demand fluctuations on efficiency and profit of mines is analyzed
via a version of Monte Carlo method (D. Fuksa). Optimization of public transportation networks using a fleet composed of various vehicle types is a nontrivial problem. An approach to such optimization based on mathematical programming is
developed (K.Z. Gdowska, R. Domagalski). Classical computational problems
related to transportation tasks (e.g., Shortest Path Problem, Traveling Salesman
Problem, Chinese Postman Problem) and selected solutions to them via heuristic
methods are presented (U. Grzybowska). A diversification of Integrated Information Systems for Logistcis (IISL) and Computer Aided Logistics (CAL) in selected
branches of polish agribusiness food processing companies is investigated basing
on survey data acquired from 511 companies (P. Jałowiecki, T. Woźniakowski,
A. Orłowski). A brief description of Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) systems
and Oracle e-Business software proposed to help building computer-based logistics
support tools is presented (K. Karpio, A. Orłowski, M. Przybyś). An application of
the UML language to facilitate creation of a system supporting a firm from the
food industry is described (I. Kudelska). A concept of the trans-organizational
computer system that uses the process approach technologies to optimize internal
and external activities is presented (K. Michalak). Computer-based quality management systems form an important segment of IT technologies. Various solutions
and offers available on the Polish market are described and compared, taking into
account their usefulness for a typical enterprise (A. Misztal, M. Drążyk).
An evaluation of different aspects of computer support in various functional activity areas of logistics enterprises in the Polish cereal processing branch is performed
(T. Rokicki, L. Wicki). An analogous evaluation of computer aided logistics in the
Polish milk branch is presented by the same authors (L. Wicki, T. Rokicki). Pharmaceutical and cosmetic companies as well as producers of highly-processed food

for people and animals use very sophisticated information management systems
supported by the most advanced IT tools. Various important issues and key factors
in methodology of Management Information Systems (MIS) implementations satisfying very high standards established in the above mentioned sector are described
and discussed (B. Wachnik). A review of computer software dedicated to support
farmers directly involved in agriculture production (especially those engaged
in specialized activity) is presented (A. Walaszczyk). The system is shown to be
useful in analysis of effectiveness for both individual farms and groups of agricultural producers.

Piotr Jałowiecki
Arkadiusz Orłowski
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ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF DEMAND CHANGES ON
THE PROFIT AND THE DEGREE OF OPERATING LEVERAGE
OF A MINING COMPANY
Dariusz Fuksa
Department of Economics and Management in Industry, AGH University of Science
and Technology, Cracow
Abstract. The sensitivity analysis presented in this paper is based on the
Monte Carlo method and it examines the effects of fluctuations in demand on
the efficiency of mines (profit, degree of operating leverage). The fluctuations in demand are assumed to be normally distributed. The research was
conducted with most probable prognosis error resulting from the prediction
formulas.
Outcomes are presented in the form of histograms that reflect selected measurements of efficiency. They allow:
- realization of production plans,
- reduction in sensitivity of production and sales plans of coal to errors in
demand prognosis;
- support with investment and liquidation decisions.
The analysis has been described and verified with real-life examples and it
can be a contributing factor in the decision making processes. The explored
method allows to predict the profitability and the degree of operating leverage of mines. It also makes it possible to forecast the direction of change
along with the probability of outcomes. Its significant advantages are a short
calculation time and simple computer equipment requirements.
Keywords. The sensitivity analysis, the degree of operating leverage, the
SIMPLEX algorithm, the Monte Carlo method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Changes in the level of coal requirement have a significant effect on the financial situations of both individual mines and groups. Therefore, in market conditions it is essential to carry out multivariant analyses to assess the sensitivity of
coal production and sales plans, as well as other economic and technical quantities
on changes in requirements.
The present author’s research [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] on the options for sensitivity
analysis of coal production and sales plans, the product structure, reserves, capacity

and so on to changes in demand have revealed the significant suitability of the
Monte Carlo method in the unbalanced Polish coal market [3, 4, 15, 17].
The sensitivity analysis using the Monte Carlo method presented in this paper
covers research on the effect of random fluctuations in demand on the profit and
the degree of operating leverage on the basis of a real coal mine.
In his research the author uses the developed software package which represents an important element supporting the management of the group of mines. This
method makes production decisions more rational [5] as it combines methods of
optimization programs of production and sales of carbon (using the SIMPLEX
algorithm) with an extensive, multiaspect, post-optimal analysis results optimization programs of formal production and sales of coal in the coal company conditions (own software algorithms).
2. THE ESSENCE OF OPERATING LEVERAGE

Leverage (in terms of finance) is used when changing the values of certain
economic quantities causes more than proportionate change in other economic
quantities.
Any increase (decrease) in gross receipts from sales will bring the company a
more than proportional increase (decrease) in gross profit on sales (percentagewise) - assuming constancy in other factors which affect its level. This is called
operating leverage. In order to determine what change in profit will be accompanied by a specific gain in sales, the degree of operating leverage (DOL) is calculated [16]:
%ΔEBIT
(1)
DOL =
% ΔS
or
S − Kz
o
DOL = o
(2)
EBIT
o
where:
%ΔEBIT − percentage increase in profit before interest and taxes,
%ΔS − percentage growth in net sales,
So − the value of net sales as of the base, PLN,
Kzo − the level of variable costs as of the base, PLN,
EBITo − the level of profit before interest and taxes as of the base, PLN.
The operating leverage mechanism is a useful tool in the ongoing management of a company. With it, the rate of change in profit can be determined, for
example: with an increase (decrease) sales, for example, of 20%, the profit made
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by the company will increase (decrease) by 20% × DOL. The degree of operating
leverage (DOL) will depend on the profitability of sales and the cost structure taking into account their variability. Its size varies depending on the level of sales,
which is the basis for the calculations. Hence, the operating leverage is used, inter
alia, for predicting a company’s future economic performance [16].
3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

The basis for an analysis of profit sensitivity and the degree of operating leverage to changes in demand is the set of optimal solutions for optimising production and coal sales for the mining company. The Monte Carlo method is used for
this. The set of optimal solutions for optimisation is created by repeated calculation
of an optimal programme for the production and sale of coal with a given, random,
demand scenario. The optimal solution, however, is obtained using the SIMPLEX
algorithm.
The analysis is conducted for a set of 1 000 random demand sets. The demand
vector drawn is the subvector of the right sides of the 4 optimisation model equation [5]:
Objective function:
p

rj

mij

∑∑∑ (c

ijk

− kzijk ) ⋅ xijk −

j =1 i =1 k =1

p

∑ Ks

j

→ max

(3)

j =1

Sales restrictions:
p

rj

mij

∑∑∑ x

ijk

≤ Z k for all k

(4)

j =1 i =1 k =1

where:

xijk − net amount of extracted coal of ij type accepted by consumers in
group k, [netto tone],
cijk − price of ij type of coal,
kzijk – variable cost for mine j,
Ksj – fixed cost for mine j,
Zk – consumer demand for group k,
i − index of coal type, i =1, 2, 3, ..., rj,
j – index of mine, j =1, 2, 3,..., p,
kn – index of consumer groups, k =1, 2, 3,..., mij, where mij marks numerousness miscellany kn for coal of ij type.
The remaining restrictions in the model relate to the structure of production
and the capacity of individual mines [5]. The reality of the solutions obtained is
assured by allowing the possibility of storing coal.
9

Each of the randomly selected demand elements is a random variable with
normal distribution. The projected volume of demand is adopted as the expected
value (nominal), and the most likely forecast error resulting from the predictive
formulae is adopted as the dispersion (standard deviation).
As a result of the test, new optimal solutions are obtained when considering
different demands (new values for the objective function). This makes it possible to
present the results of the analysis in the form of a histogram of profit and other
economic and technical quantities for both the entire company and individual
mines, as well as determining the likelihood of obtaining the assumed level for the
analyzed quantities for the company and the mines comprising it.
4. EXAMPLE OF CALCULATIONS AND EVALUATION OF RESULTS

Calculations are performed for a selected mine „D”, which is part of a coal
company comprising seven mines with different production characteristics. To test
the impact of correlated fluctuations in demand on profit and the degree of operating leverage, volume requirements for individual groups of customers were randomly selected following a normal distribution with an expected (nominal) value
equal to the volume of demand (sales) achieved in 2002 [5]. The most probable
(standard) error in forecasts was assumed as the dispersion, and this error was estimated on the basis of the following formula [1, 2, 11, 12, 13, 14]:
(5)

σ yprog = σ r2 + σ 2ˆ
y

where:
σ r2 − variation in the remainder factor, defining according to the following formula:

(

) ,

N
2
∑ y n − y mod
2
n
σ r = =1
N −K

(6)

where:
yn − actual value of endogenous factor,
ymod − model-based value of endogenous factor,
N − number of observations,
K − number of estimating parameters for model structure.

σ ŷ2 − estimation of variance in prognosis model:

[

σ2 = 1 x
yˆ

N +2

]⋅ [X T ⋅ X ]−1 ⋅ [1

x

N +2

where:
xN + 2 – time, during which prognosis is prepared.
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]T ⋅ σ r2 ,

(7)

also
⎡1 x1 ⎤
⎢1 x ⎥
2 ⎥,
X =⎢
⎢1 x ⎥
3⎥
⎢
1
x
N ⎦⎥
⎣⎢

N
⎤
∑ xn ⎥
n=1 ⎥
N 2
∑ xn ⎥
n=1 ⎥⎦

⎡
⎢ N
XT X = ⎢
⎢N
∑ x
⎢⎣n=1 n

(8)

The selected number of 1 000 draws enables an adequate set of production
tasks and corresponding financial results for the various mines to be obtained, as
well as the calculation of the degree of operating leverage.
In Table 1, the production capacity of the analysed mine „D” is shown, together with technical and economic indicators, and the product structure is illustrated in Figure 1.
Table 1. Technical and economic coefficients for mine „D”.
Specification
Average Extraction

Unit
ton/day

12 000
n

Max. Extraction

2 780 000

Unit cost

etto ton
PLN/ton

Fixed cost

%

73,4

The cost of drying

PLN/ton

40,00

The cost of enriching

PLN/ton

3,87

drying

-

yes

enrichment

-

yes

mince

-

no

136,5

Source: own preparation.

Figure 1. Assortment structure of production for mine „D”. Source: own preparation.
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Table 2 compares the annual nominal values and dispersions in demand for
individual groups of customers. Table 3, meanwhile, presents the optimal production and sales plan for mine „D”. The results obtained are shown in Table 4 and
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.
−
−
−
−

For various coal products, the following sales prices were chosen:
cobble – 450 PLN/ton,
fine coal IIA – 310 PLN/ton,
fine coal II – 300 PLN/ton,
coaking coal – 231 PLN/ton.
The variable unit cost was estimated at 40 PLN/ton.

Table 2. Nominal value and dispersion σyprog for every group of consumers [ton].

Export 1

Nominal prognosis
values
24 324

Export 2

320 236

27 669,93

Export 3

233 299

20 158,12

Export 5

130 740

11 296,60

Export 7

238 121

20 574,81

Name of consumer group

2 101,70

Export 8

90 736

7 840,01

Export 9

1 205 477

104 158,99

Indv. consumers 2

323 678

26 856,68

Indv. consumers 3

1 315 082

109 116,82

Cokerys 1

650 139

48 184,68

Cokerys 2

78 136

5 791,07

Cokerys 3

865 806

64 168,70

5 678 839

420 883,82

Dust kettles
Grates 3

121 880

9 033,08

Grates 4

63 180

4 682,52

Chamber grates 1

47 390

3 512,30

Chamber grates 2

36 803

2 727,66

Source: own preparation.
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Dispersion σyprog

Table 3. The optimal plans of production and sales for mine „D”.
Offer: 3 174 000 ton
Sold: 1 823 055 ton
Consumers
Export 1
Export 2
Export 3
Indv. consumers 2
Indv. consumers 3
Grates 3
Cokerys 2
Cokerys 1
Chamber grates 1

Gross profits: 777 472 349,10 PLN
Mine reserves: 1 330 689 ton
Coal assortment
Quantity [ton]
coaking coal
24 324
coaking coal
287 359
coaking coal
233 299
cobble
40 512
fine coal IIA
703 929
fine coal II
9 207
coaking coal
78 136
coaking coal
398 899
fine coal IIA
47 390

Source: own preparation.
Table 4. Maximum and minimum value of expected gross profits and degree of operating
leverage and the likelihood of achieving their with σyprog for mine „D”.
Nominal
value
[PLN]
77 472 349,1

Gross profits
Minimum
value
[PLN]
- 339 592 767,9

Maximum
nominal
value
profits
[PLN]
[-]
311 436 692,4 0,490
nominal
Degree of operating leverage
value
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
5,28
-61,96
42,76
0,560

Likelihood of attaining
minimum maximum 2/3 nominal
profits
profits
profits
[-]
[-]
[-]
0,003
0,018
0,520
minimum maximum
positive
value
value
value
[-]
[-]
[-]
0,001
0,001
0,828

Source: own preparation.

Figure 2. Histogram showing frequencies of achieving given profits for mine „D”
with dispersion σyprog. Source: own preparation.
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Figure 3. Histogram showing frequencies of achieving given degree of operating leverage
for mine „D” with dispersion σyprog. Source: own preparation.

An analysis of the profit histogram for mine „D” shows its distortion. This results from the mismatch between the analysed mine production structures and consumer demand [5, 6, 10] (Fig. 2), which was confirmed in the research [7, 8, 9, 10].
The likelihood of mine „D” achieving at least nominal gross profit – the black vertical line - (shown in the optimum annual production plan) is only 0,49 (Fig. 2,
Tab. 4). The amount of each coal product accepted by the customers influences the
large fluctuations in the mine’s profit. Also, the likelihood of achieving at least two
thirds of the nominal gain equals just over 50%. It is also likely that the mine will
not find buyers for its own coal, with a probability of 0,43 (Tab. 4, Fig. 2).
The nominal value of the degree of operating leverage is 5,28 (Fig.3). This
means that a decrease in sales volume of, for example, 10% would reduce the profits by 52,8% and vice versa. The probability that this degree of leverage will be
maintained equals 0,46 (Fig. 3, Tab. 4). Negative values for the degree of leverage
have been omitted (the probability of such a situation is 0,17) - the mine is then
unprofitable. It is also worth noting that the significant values the degree of operating leverage can achieve are 1,74 and 8,82 with probability 0,26 and 0,06, respectively. Other values for the degree of leverage can appear, but with very small
probabilities (in the interesting positive range) from 0,001-0,006.
5. CONCLUSION

The magnitude of the demand from potential and existing customers has a decisive impact on the mine’s production volume, and thus the effectiveness of the
company. The presented method of analysis provides a useful tool in assisting decision making, particularly in the area of reasonable volumes for production and
sale of coal and also when conducting specific strategies regarding the mine’s
14

(company’s) continued operation. It also provides the basis for action to adapt the
production structure, both in terms of quantity and quality, to customer requirements.
This method of analysis is likely to reflect real situations that might occur.
The results obtained for the multi-variant change in demand enable a direct indication of what values the volumes analysed can achieve (for example: profit or the
degree of operating leverage), and with what probability.

Publikacja wykonana w 2010 roku w ramach pracy statutowej na Akademii
Górniczo-Hutniczej w Krakowie
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COSTS OPTIMIZATION BY REASONABLE USE OF THE FLEET
IN CITY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
Katarzyna Zofia Gdowska a), Radosław Domagalski b)
a)

Department of Operations Research and Information Technology,
Faculty of Management, AGH – University of Science and Technology, Cracow
b)
Candidate for doctor’s degree, Department of Operations Research and Information
Technology, Faculty of Management, AGH – University of Science and Technology,
Cracow
Abstract. The goal of a city public transportation company is to minimize
fuel costs by rational usage of the own fleet subject to the daily fluctuation of
the passenger traffic intensity. Cost reduction is to be done by substituting
some buses for ones of less fuel consumption level unless there are obstacles,
such as drivers’ work schedules and number and location of depots. However, introducing these changes can simultaneously result in increasing other
costs such as drivers’ work costs or buses’ operation costs of way to depot.
Therefore, the goal is the reduction of all the costs connected with implemented changes. In mathematical model these specific organizational issues
and costs were included. Numerical examples are provided and some computational results are reported.
Keywords. Optimization, transportation network, cost reduction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optimization in city public transportation includes huge range of problems.
Just to mention strategic analysis of public transport network development [4],
sustainable transport issue [3] and [2], public transportation analyzed as complex
network [1], dealing with delays and their consequences [7] or complex cost analysises [5].
Optimal use of resources problem is a classic optimization issue. Rational use
of fleet is a serious concern in management of city public transportation network. It
is obvious that public transportation company’s goal is to maximize its profits
which firmly depend on costs’ level and structure. Costs of fuel are significant part
of operational expenditures therefore it is necessary to search for methods of reduction the fuel consumption rate.
In this paper re-organization in specific group of buses and routes assignment
is presented as a method of costs’ reduction. Fleet of a transportation company

consists of vehicles of various types. They differ in the fuel consumption ratio.
Partial reduction of these costs can be achieved by introducing into timetable possible substitutions of some articulated buses for standard buses in routes (tasks) that
start after a particular hour, unless there are obstacles. However, introducing these
changes can result simultaneously in fuel costs decreasing but other costs increasing. Hence, the goal is to minimize total cost of implemented changes. All these
specific organizational issues, costs and their relations should be included in a
mathematical model for this problem.
This paper is organized as follow. In Section 2 description of a specific case is
provided. The mathematical model is presented in Section 3. Computational results
are reported in Section 4. Conclusions are made in the last section.
2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The case analysed in this paper is only a part of a wider optimization problem.
Yet, concentrating on re-organisation of transportation system by introducing feasible substitutions, we are not engaged in issues of network designing or timetabling. We start up with full timetable prepared and ready for implementation.
Due to the fact that the daily passenger traffic intensity decreases in evenings, there
is a possibility to substitute buses of given size for vehicles of the next order of
magnitude – eg. standard buses can substitute for articulated buses or small-sized
buses for standard buses.
In the timetable we can identify the hour Z. About this hour some buses end
their daily routes and drive to their home depots and some start their next tasks. For
every task we could indicate a set of buses that are able to fulfil it. The set is composed of a bus to which the task was originally assigned and “free” buses of
smaller neighbouring size (see Fig. 1). A schema of the network is given in Fig. 2.
Substitution is possible subject to several constraint:
- all the tasks must be accomplished either by bus that was originally assigned to
this it or by a smaller bus,
- every task must start on time so a bus of smaller size must be in a place of substitution in due time,
- every bus must be in its home depot in the obliged time – it means that time necessary to accomplish a task plus time needed for a way to home depot must be at
the most equal with the obliged time of ending,
- „double substitutions” – which means that at first a articulated bus is substituted
by a standard bus and then the standard bus is substituted by a small-sized bus – are
not allowed,
- every bus must go back to its own home depot.
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Figure 1. Schema of the problem which is analyzed in this paper.
Source: own preparation.

The goal is to minimize total cost of accomplishment particular set of tasks.
Apart from costs of fuel significant meaning have costs of drivers’ labour. Every
driver can be identified with a bus he/she drives – a driver does not change a bus
during his/her working hours. By the end of driver’s daily route we mean the moment he/she comes to the depot. We assumed that all the conditions of driver’s
work are in accordance with the labour law and we do not concentrate on these
aspects in this paper. Total cost of drivers’ labour depends on the race of pay and
the time that driver spends driving the bus. This cost is taken into consideration in
this analysis because its minimization is tantamount to minimization of time of
waiting for the task’s start.
19

Figure 2. Schema of the city public transportation network. Depots: Z1, Z2.
Terminuses: A, B, K, M. Source: own preparation.
2.1. An example

The model presented in section 3 was applied for a simplified network. A
brief description of the analyzed case is given below:
The fleet: 6 articulated buses, 11 standard buses, 8 small-sized buses.
Number of depots: 2 (Z1 and Z2).
Number of terminuses: 4 (A, B, K, M).
Unit cost of fuel used by an articulated bus conveying passengers: 5.5 €/km.
Unit cost of fuel used by a standard bus conveying passengers: 4.0 €/km.
Unit cost of fuel used by a small-sized bus conveying passengers: 3.0 €/km.
Unit cost of driver’s labour: 0.5 €/min.
Further details about buses are presented in tables 1–5.
Table 1. Distances and times between terminuses.
Distances [km]
A

A
-

B

M

B
M
K

4
6.9
9.6

2.9
5.6

8.1

K

-

Times [min]
A

A
-

B

M

K

B
M
K

8
13
20

5
12

17

-

B
14
35

M
25
32

K
18
28

Source: own preparation.
Table 2. Distances and times between terminuses.
Distances [km]
Z1
Z2

A
20
7.5

B
6.4
15

M
12
14.5

K
7.8
10.5

Times [min]
Z1
Z2

Source: own preparation.
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A
45
17

Table 3. Articulated buses’ details.
Articulated
buses

AB1
AB2
AB3
AB4
AB5
AB6

Ending
of bus’s
own
route
[min]
8
11
0
5
0
4

Place of
ending
of bus’s
own
route
A
B
B
A
K
M

Beginning of
new
task
[min]
20
25
17
10
15
30

Ending
of new
task
[min]
34
78
54
52
50
80

Number
of kilometres in
new task
[km]
5,3
18,6
15,8
16,7
12,4
21,4

Place
of
ending
of new
task
K
M
M
A
B
M

Home
depot

Obligatory
ending bus’s
daily work
[min]

Z1
Z1
Z2
Z2
Z2
Z1

104
112
97
93
85
143

Place
of
ending
of new
task
B
A
K
B
M
M
A

Home
depot

Obligatory
ending bus’s
daily work
[min]

Z1
Z1
Z2
Z2
Z2
Z1
Z1
Z1
Z2
Z1
Z2

120
130
95
101
140
123
142
91
115
135
147

Source: own preparation.
Table 4. Standard buses’ details.
Standard
buses

SB1
SB2
SB3
SB4
SB5
SB6
SB7
SB8
SB9
SB10
SB11

Ending
of bus’s
own
route
[min]
4
4
6
2
0
4
15
24
12
7
0

Place of
ending
of bus’s
own
route
M
M
A
K
A
B
A
M
A
K
K

Beginning of
new
task
[min]
5
21
17
9
11
19
23

Ending
of new
task
[min]
35
76
61
54
78
86
91

Number
of kilometres in
new task
[km]
14,2
27,3
21
23,6
34,6
38
34,6

Source: own preparation.
Table 5. Standard buses’ details.
Smallsized
buses
MB1
MB2
MB3
MB4
MB5
MB6
MB7
MB8

Ending
of bus’s
own
route
[min]
5
2
10
4
0
0
7
3

Place of
ending
of bus’s
own
route
A
A
B
K
M
M
K
A

Home
depot

Obligatory
ending bus’s
daily work
[min]

Z2
Z1
Z2
Z2
Z2
Z1
Z1
Z2

134
122
145
97
104
113
101
127

Source: own preparation.
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3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The case presented in section 2 was provided with mathematical programming
formulation. Received mathematical model is presented in this section.
Table 6. Notation.
Indices
i

–

j

–

∈ I ={1, …, m}
a task to accomplish, j ∈ J ={1, …, n}

Pj

–

subset of buses which can possibly fulfil task j

a bus, i

Input parameters
ei

–

unit cost of fuel used by bus i conveying passengers [€/km]

ci

–

ending of bus’s i own routine [min]

di

–

distance between the place where bus i ends its own routine and its home depot [km]

bi

–

time necessary to drive the distance between the place where bus i ends its own routine
and its home depot [min]

ki

–

obligatory ending bus’s i daily work [min]

sj

–

beginning of task j [min]

tj

–

ending of task j [min]

gj

–

number of kilometres in task j [km]

fij

–

distance between the place where task j ends and bus’s i home depot [km]

hij

–

wij

–

qij

–

L

–

unit cost of driver’s labour [€/min]

M

–

constant – time safety margin for every substitution [min]

time necessary to drive the distance between the place where task j ends and bus’s i home
depot [min]
time necessary to drive the distance between the place where bus i ends its own routine
and the place where task j starts [min]
distance between the place where bus i ends its own routine and the place where task j
starts [km]

Decision variables
yij

=

1, if bus i is assigned to task j; otherwise yij = 0

xi

=

1, if bus i is assigned to any task apart from its own routine; otherwise xi = 0

zi

–

total cost of fuel used by bus i on the way to its home depot [€/km]

Source: Own preparation.
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The total cost of tasks’ accomplishment can be optimized by minimizing of
costs of fuel and drivers’ labour incurred on all the assignments. The total cost is
compound of:
- costs of fuel used by buses during accomplishing tasks
m

n

∑∑ g

j

* ei * yij ; i ∈ I , j ∈ J

(1)

i =1 j =1

- costs of fuel used by buses-substitutes on distance between the place where a bus
ends its own routine and the place of substitution
m

n

∑∑ q

ij

* 0,8ei * yij ; i ∈ I , j ∈ J

(2)

i =1 j =1

- costs of fuel used on the distance between the place where a bus ends its daily
work (either its own routine or a task assigned) and its home depot
m

∑ z ;i ∈ I

(3)

i

i =1

zi is a variable, because costs of fuel used on the distance between the place where
bus i ends its daily work (either its own routine or a task assigned) and its home
depot depends on whether bus i is assigned to a task. This relation is described in
equation (4) which is one of the model’s constrains.
∀i zi = d i * 0,8ei * (1 − xi ) +

n

∑f

ij

* 0,8ei * y ij ; i ∈ I , j ∈ J

(4)

j =1

- costs of drivers’ labour on bus’s own routine
m

L

∑ (b

i

− M ) * (1 − xi ); i ∈ I , j ∈ J

(5)

i =1

- costs of drivers’ labour on a task assigned
m

L

n

∑∑ (t

j

+ h j − ci − M ) * yij ; i ∈ I , j ∈ J

(6)

i =1 j =1

The objective represents the minimal total cost of tasks’ fulfilment:
min TK =

m

n

∑∑

(qij * 0,8ei + g j * ei ) * yij +

i =1 j =1

+L

m

n

∑∑ (t
i =1 j =1

j

+ h j − ci − M ) * yij + L

m

∑z

i

+

i =1

m

∑ (b − M ) * (1 − x ); i ∈ I , j ∈ J
i

(7)

i

i =1

The total cost is being optimized subject to number of constraints described in formulas (4) and (8) – (17).
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Every task can be fulfilled by the one bus only.
∀j

m

∑y

= 1; i ∈ I , j ∈ J

ij

(8)

i =1

For task j is defined a set Pj of buses that are not allowed to fulfil the task. Task j
must not be accomplished by any bus of set Pj.
∀j

m

∑y

= 0; i ∈ Pi , j ∈ J

ij

(9)

i =1

Each bus can be assigned to at most one task.
∀i

n

∑y

≤ 1; i ∈ I , j ∈ J

ij

(10)

j =1

Bus i can be assigned to task j only if its own routine ends in such moment that
unable the bus to be on time at a place of substitution.
∀i∀j (ci + wij ) * yij + M ≤ s j ; i ∈ I , j ∈ J

(11)

Bus i must be at its home depot no later than the moment of obligatory ending
bus’s i daily work.
∀i (ci + bi ) * (1 − xi ) +

n

∑ (t

j

+ hij ) * yij ≤ k i ; i ∈ I , j ∈ J

(12)

j =1

If bus i is assigned to task j then bus i is assigned to any task.
∀i xi ≤

n

∑y

ij ; i ∈ I ,

j∈J

(13)

ij ; i ∈ I ,

j∈J

(14)

∀i∀j yij ∈ {0,1}; i ∈ I , j ∈ J

(15)

∀i xi ∈ {0,1}; i ∈ I

(16)

∀i zi ∈ {0,1}; i ∈ I

(17)

j =1

∀i xi ≥

n

∑y
j =1

Integrality conditions:
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4. RECEIVED RESULTS

Model presented in Section 3 was utilized for optimization in 2 scenarios.
In scenario1 we used an objective function which included costs of fuel and
labour (7). In the second case substitutions are made in order to minimize only
costs of fuel (1) – (3). Both scenarios are compared with suitable case of ‘do nothing’ strategy, where tasks are fulfilled by the buses which are originally assigned to
them. Total costs in all the cases are calculated as sum of elements given in formulas (1) – (6). Results are presented below.
4.1. Scenario 1: costs of fluel and labour

In Table 7 are presented buses and routes (tasks) re-assigned by the model
where the goal was to minimaze total costs of fuel and drivers’ labour indispensable to accomplish all these tasks.
Table 7. Results of Scenario 1.
Tasks
assigned
in optimization
AB1

SB1

Tasks
assigned
in optimization
AB3

AB2

SB2

AB3

SB3

AB4

SB4

MB4

AB5

SB5

MB5

SB8

AB6

SB6

MB6

SB10

Articulated
buses
AB1

Standard
buses

SB7

MB1

Tasks
assigned
in optimization
SB9

AB6

MB2

SB5

AB4

MB3

SB6

AB2

SB8

Smallsized
buses

MB7
MB8

SB7

SB9
SB10

AB5

SB11

SB11

Source: Own preparation.

Total cost: TK = 2568.31 €
In the ‘do nothing’ alternative total cost is: TK = 2883.93 €
By introducing substitutions the result was improved of 11 percent.
4.2. Scenario 2: costs of fuel only

In Table 8 are presented buses and routes (tasks) re-assigned by the model
where the goal was to minimaze only total costs of fuel indispensable to accomplish all these tasks.
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Table 8. Results of Scenario 2.

SB1

Tasks
assigned
in optimization
AB6

AB2

SB2

AB3

AB3

SB3

AB4

SB4

MB4

AB5

SB5

AB6

SB6

Articulated
buses
AB1

Tasks
assigned
in optimization
AB1

Standard
buses

SB7

AB4
AB2

SB8

MB1

Tasks
assigned
in optimization
SB7

MB2

SB5

MB3

SB6

Smallsized
buses

MB5

SB8

MB6

SB10

MB7
MB8

SB9

SB9
SB10

AB5

SB11

SB11

Source: Own preparation.

Total cost: TK = 2413.33 €
In the ‘do nothing’ alternative total cost is: TK = 2883.93 €
By introducing substitutions the result was improved of 16 percent.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results of conducted researches show that by introducing optimal substitutions total cost of tasks’ fulfilment may be reduced by 11 percent. Comparing
scenarios 1 and 2 we can make a remark that the more elements is included into
objective function the lesser improvement is achieved. It shows how reducing one
kind of costs may be influenced by other aspects of the company’s activity. In the
second scenario calculations were made taking into account only fuel costs. In
result total costs of fuel were reduced by 16 percent. Results of scenarios 1 and 2
differ by 5 percent. However, in the first scenario total cost of fuel and labour was
minimized, and this model is more adequate to reality.
What is more, our analysis was accomplished only for particular part (evening) of a daily timetable. Reductions that were achieved constitute about 10 percent, but it would be a slight part of total daily cost of fleet operation and personnel
work.
Presented method is useful as a way of improving existing timetable. It is
profitable because it requires no extra expenditures. Costs reduction is achieved
only by re-organization of buses and tasks assignments.
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CLASSICAL COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMS AND INNOVATORY
ROUTING SYSTEMS
Urszula Grzybowska
Department of Informatics, Warsaw University of Life Sciences (SGGW)
Abstract. In the paper the classical computational problems related to transportation problems (e. g., Shortest Path Problem, Traveling Salesman Problem, Chinese Postman Problem) are presented. The issues presented are NPhard, therefore they are usually solved with help of heuristic methods. In the
paper selected methods to solve those problems are listed and the genetic algorithm is described in more detail for the case of a fleet of vehicles. Nowadays, thanks to GPS technology a full integration of location technologies
with communication and routing software is possible and it enables routing
software to provide sophisticated multicriteria optimization tools.
Selected examples of optimization products in transport management are
listed and available information about the algorithms employed there is
given.
Keywords. Optimization, Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), Transport Management Systems, Heuristic Methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is widely known that the costs of transport considerably contribute to the total cost of goods and services. Application of computational methods to rout optimization can result in significant savings. Therefore application of transport optimization software is important in such problems as e. g., collecting milk by dairy,
collecting mill, snow removal, distribution of goods from a warehouse or a factory
to clients, parcel collecting and delivery.
Classical Transportation Problem sometimes known as Monge–Kantorovich
transportation problem to minimize the total cost of transporting goods from a set
of sources with certain supply to a set of destinations with given demand, is known
to every student who completed a course of linear programming. A vehicle routing
problem, however, is much beyond the scope of basic Operations Research course.
The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), known also as Multiple Traveling Salesman
Problem or Dispatch-Delivery Problem, is a combinatorial optimization problem of
determining optimal routes for a number of vehicles (often with given capacity)
that serve a number of clients in various destinations. The problem has many varia-

tions e.g., VRPTW or CVRPTW that depend on limits. A general goal is to minimize the total cost of distributing goods but the problem can be a multicriteria optimization problem. VRP is one of the most difficult combinatorial optimization
problems. It is also an important issue in transport management. Special cases of
the VRP, i.e. Traveling Salesmen Problem or the Shortest Path Problem belong to
basic topics of scientific research in e.g., Operations Research, Graph theory, Theory of Algorithms, Optimization Theory, Computer Sciences. Therefore numerous
papers on the VRP, its variations and computational methods to solve it are produced annually. Software developers provide better and better optimization tools
for transport management. Each year the computational time and the number of
points served are improved. In this paper we will briefly discuss special cases of
VRP and the most important algorithms to solve them. We will also discuss in
more detail one of the most important heuristic methods - genetic algorithm. At the
very end of this work a list of selected routing optimization software vendors and
their products will be given and some information about optimization in transport
management systems will be presented.
2. VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM AND ITS VARIATIONS

VRP and its special cases are relatively young combinatorial optimization
problems. VRP was first described in a guide for a German salesmen in 1832. One
can assume that it was the World War II that triggered interest in mathematical
aspects of transport logistic. Scientific papers on transportation problems and first
algorithms to find optimal tours appeared. It was however the invention of Simplex
method in 1947 that caused a breakthrough. Methods of linear and integer programming allowed a rapid increase of research on special cases of VRP, mainly in
the RAND institute. It is assumed that the first paper on VRP was the paper written
by Danzig and Ramsey in 1959 [3]. However special cases of VRP are much older.
2.1. Travelling Salesman Problem

Speaking the language of mathematics the TSP is a generalization of a problem that dates back to 1856-1858 to find a Hamiltonian cycle in a graph. The first
work on TSP by Austrian mathematician Karl Menger was published in 1932. The
name „TSP”, popularized in RAND by M. Flood, was used first in print by J. Robinson in a RAND Report from 1948 [14]. In the problem a set of cities and the cost
of traveling or distance between each pair of cities is given. The traveling salesman
must visit each city exactly once and then return to his starting point. The task is to
arrange his tour in such a way that the total cost is minimal. TSP is NP-hard and
NP- complete. The survey on many modifications of TSP can be found in [9].
Small cases of TSP can be tackled by exact methods: various branch-andbound, branch and cut algorithms (40–60 cities); progressive improvement algo29

rithms (up to 200 cities), cutting plane method etc. [1], [16]. A thorough outline of
the progress made starting from Dantzig, Fulkerson, and Johnson's solution of a
49-city problem in 1954 [4] up through the solution of a 24,978-city problem 50
years later can be found in [16]. Modern heuristic methods can find solutions for
extremely large problems within a reasonable time [12], [17]. The first heuristic
methods for obtaining good tours were discussed, including the nearest-neighbor
algorithm and 2-opt algorithm, in the paper by Flood in 1956 [6].
2.2. Shortest Path Problem

Path finding, in particular searching in a maze, belongs to the classical graph
problems. Its history dates back to the XIX century. Path problems were also studied at the beginning of the 1950's in the context of alternate route or telephone call
routing. The Shortest Path Problem (SPP) is of special importance in Graph Theory
and in Computer Sciences. It is a task to find the shortest path between two nodes
in a graph in such a way that the sum of weights of edges is minimized. An example is finding the quickest way to get from one location to another on a road map.
In this case, the nodes represent locations and the edges represent segments of a
road which are weighted either by the time or distance needed to travel that segment. Shortest path algorithms are applied to automatically find directions between
physical locations, such as route planner on web mapping websites like Mapquest,
Google Maps or Tom Tom.
The most important algorithms for solving the SPP problem are:
• Dijkstra [5],
• Bellman-Ford [2], [7],
• A* search algorithm [10].
2.3. Chinese postman problem

Chinese postman problem or route inspection problem is to find a shortest
closed path or circuit that visits every edge of a graph at least once. For an Eulerian
graph, an Eulerian cycle is the optimal solution. In a tree, however, the path crosses
each edge twice. Computational complexity of the problem depends on a graph.
3. HEURISTIC METHODS

The most commonly used techniques for solving Vehicle Routing Problems
are almost all heuristics and metaheuristics that are methods that produce good
quality solutions but not necessarily an optimal one within reasonable computing
times. In case of a large number of cities no exact algorithm can be guaranteed to
find optimal tours within reasonable computing times. There is a number of exact
methods that allow to find an optimal solution for a small number of cities, e.g.,
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Branch and bound (up to 100 nodes), Branch and Cut [1], [9], [12]. The most popular heuristic methods for VRP are Clark and Writhe Savings Algorithm, Genetic
Algorithms, Ant Algorithms, Simulated Annealing or Greedy Algorithms [12, 17].
An outline of exact and heuristic methods and references on progress made so far
can be found at a web site which was made in collaboration between AUREN and
the Languages and Computation Sciences department of the University of Málaga
[17].
We will briefly describe genetic algorithms as they are commonly used for
large scale routing optimization problems [11, 12].
The genetic algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic which generate solutions for
optimization problems using techniques inspired by natural evolution, such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover.
In a genetic algorithm, a population of vectors called chromosomes which encode candidate solutions has got to be randomly generated [8, 11, 12]. The most
popular representation for the VRP is the path representation. Take for example a
set of 9 cities numbered from 1 to 9. A tour 5-2-7-8-1-4-3-6-9 is represented as
(5,2,7,8,1,4,3,6,9). In each generation, the fitness of every individual in the population is evaluated using a fitness or an evaluation function. Those solutions that are
better as determined by the evaluation function, are more likely to become parents
for the next generation of offspring. The chromosomes are selected to breed a new
generation by one of selection methods e.g., roulette wheel selection or tournament
selection. In case of the VRP with a fleet of vehicles with given capacity, the
chromosome has got to be cut into segments representing routes of separate vehicles. For example, the vector (5,2,7,8,1,4,3,6,9) can be split into 3 segments, according to the capacity of vehicles:

⎡
⎤
P = ⎢5
,2,7,8 1N
,4,3 6N
,9⎥ .
⎢⎣ V1
V2
V3 ⎥
⎦
The chromosome represents now the following tours:
R1: 0-5-2-7-8-0 for the first vehicle V1;
R2: 0-1-4-3-0 for the second vehicle V2;
R3: 0-6-9-0 for the third vehicle V3, where 0 denotes the base. The fitness of
the chromosome is now obtained as the sum of distances covered by each vehicle.
The generation of offspring can be generated e. g., by order or cycle crossover. Given two parents we obtain two children by order crossover in the following
way. Let the parents be
P1 = (1 3 2| 4 5 7 6| 8 9)
P2 = (4 5 2| 1 7 6 8| 3 9)
To produce the offspring we cut the sequences representing parents and copy
the segments between cut points into offspring:
O1 = (x x x|4 5 7 6| x x x)
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O2 = (x x x|1 7 6 8| x x x)
Next, starting from the second cut, the cities from the second parent are copied into the first offspring with the same order, omitting those already present.
We have the sequence
3-9-4-5-2-1-7-6-8, which after removing the cities 4, 5, 7, 6 gives 3-9-2-1-8.
O1 = (2 1 8|4 5 7 6| 3 9).
For the second offspring we have the sequence 8 9 1 3 2 4 5 7 6. After
removing 1 7 6 8 we get O2 = (2 4 5|1 7 6 8| 9 3).
The new population is then used in the next iteration of the algorithm. The
generation is improved by repetitive application of mutation, crossover, inversion
and selection operators. Commonly, the algorithm terminates when either a maximum number of generations has been produced, or a satisfactory fitness level has
been reached for the population. If the algorithm has terminated due to a maximum
number of generations, a satisfactory solution may or may not have been reached.
The performance of the genetic algorithm can be improved using 2-opt or
k-opt technique or Lin-Kerninghan heuristics [11, 12].
4. TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The vehicle routing problem is extremely popular, especially now after the
Word Financial Crises in 2008 and a rapid increase of oil prices. Also the development of GPS technology influenced the interest in relevant routing optimization
tools. Therefore, one can come across numerous computational tools that solve
routing problems. Free software connected with application of various optimization
algorithms can be found on web sites of many universities and scientific research
centers. It is also available in Matlab, SAS or Mathematica. Unfortunately, these
sources not offer interface that would serve practical or business purpose. Therefore, software developers offer commercial solutions with interface adjusted to the
user’s needs. The routing software offered by software vendors in general has a
few common features:
• it uses customer addresses to automatically plot them on the map;
• it solves vehicle routing problems, i. e. it optimizes routs for each vehicle
of the fleet;
• it solves problems with various constraints; e.g., capacity limits on the vehicles, working rules of the drivers, delivery frames;
• it displays the results in both graphical and tabular forms, e.g., using
Google Maps technology, in Excel, Pdf, etc.;
• it exports route data to GPS units, Accounting System, Warehouse Management System, etc.
Vendors usually claim unlimited problem size and quite reasonable computational time for their software [13], but it contradicts scientific results [1, 17]. On
the other hand practical problems involve only limited number of points to be
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served and users in general do not posses computers with strong computational
power. In many cases however, it is sufficient to optimize routs e.g., once a month.
Such users to not care about computational times. On the other hand in cases where
routs have got to be optimized daily, e.g., parcel delivery problem, computational
times play important role. Therefore, algorithm employed in optimization depend
on the problem involved and should be adjusted to user’s needs.
In Table 1 selected routing software vendors are listed. Most of them are firms
that specialize only in transportation issues. It is surprising that large software developers for Business such as SAP, SAS, Oracle, Comarch, Signity Technology or
TETA do not provide any optimization tools for vehicle routing, despite the fact
that some of them, like SAP or TETA, offer Transport Management Systems. The
reason is probably that large solution providers collaborate with various software
developers. For example, Quintiq, that specializes in Transport Management Systems, is one of the software developers for SAP and can provide appropriate solution on consumer’s demand. In Poland the market of transportation services in
many branches is often supported by software provided by polish software developers, which can easily be checked by e.g., visiting the home page of XTrack.
Table 1. Selected routing software vendors and their products.
Vendor
ADOC

Product
TruckRoad

Alpha Entity

ALPHARoute

AltVision

Altvision Logistic

Appian Logistics Software Direct Route
Benson Consultants
Esri
IBM

OPTI LOGIC in Sky
logic
ArcLogistics
IBM ILOG Transportation Analyst

Optrak Distribution
Optrak Realisation
Software Ltd.
OPTITOOL
OPTITOOL
Paragon Software Systems, Paragon Routing and
Inc.
Scheduling Optimizer
Quintiq

Logistics Planner

XTrack
WLOGSolutions

OptiTrax
WLOG Load Planner

Algorithm employed
Information not available
Depending on the problem: ant
algorithm, genetic algorithm,
gradient methods
Information not available
prorietary

Headquaters
McLean USA
Łódź
Warszawa
Oklahoma City
USA

Information not available

Warszawa

Information not available

USA

Information not available

International

genetic

Hertford UK

Information not available

Regensburg D
Surrey, UK,
Dallas, USA
Worldwide
offices
Gdańsk
Warszawa

Information not available
POA
genetic
Depending on the problem

Source: Own preparation.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The VRP and its solutions are a wonderful example of cooperation between
science and praxis. Moreover, the problems, algorithms and optimization methods
described in the paper find widespread applications also on other fields, e.g., Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF), an adaptive routing protocol for Internet Protocol (IP)
networks, is based on the Dijkstra algorithm. It is impossible to treat the subject of
VRP in a exhaustive manner. For example. the book by Gutin and Punnen has
above 700 pages. New methods are still developed and improved. It is also impossible to discuss all available Transport Management System and their optimization
tools as the offer on the market is vast [18]. Looking for an optimal solution of the
vehicle routing problem, as Michalewicz has written in [12], is “looking for a Holy
Grail”. One must admit that it is very promising and cheering that easy available
and widely used tools have beautiful mathematical optimization methods behind
them.
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Abstract. Information systems, which support logistic activities in companies, can be divided into two main categories: Integrated Information Systems (IISL) for supporting complexity of logistics in company and Computer
Aided Logistic (CAL) systems dedicated to support of selected types of logistic activity. In this paper a diversification of possession of IISL and CAL
systems in selected branches of polish agribusiness food processing companies according to company scale is discussed. Results presented in this paper
were prepared on the base of survey investigation of 511 companies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The main objective of logistic system in company is keeping material goods
flowing and circulating between providers and receivers. Another objectives are
regulation and control functions for ensuring information flow and circulation
which are necessary to effective planning of internal operations, coordination of
physical flows and logistic decision processes support.
In different economic organizations, mostly in production and processing
companies, modern logistic systems are supported by and increasingly built on the
base of integrated information systems. Modern logistics provided in this way with
significant computer support is often named as electronic Logistics or shortly as eLogistics. Computer Aided Logistics (CAL) systems offer five main functionality
areas:
− planning, which consists of logistic strategic planning, demand prognosis,
supply management, production, deliveries and supply planning;
− coordination of supply, material resources, distribution, staff management,
customs. assurances and law services;

− controlling of providers, transport, sellers, service functioning quality and
current logistic costs;
− information and communication services responsible for purchase orders
status, supplies accessibility, access to cargo and trade information, electronic data and documents interchange, electronic cargo marking, electronic signatures;
− analytics services focused on materiel flows analysis, optimization of
transport, trends identification and simulations, statistic ratings, information visualizations [3].
CAL systems can be classified according to different criterions, e.g. according
to its complexity of logistics support or due to area of supported logistic activity.
The first division includes two CAL systems categories: Integrated Information
Systems for Logistics (IISL) and systems dedicated to specific area of supporting.
Main objective of IISL systems is supporting of all or a majority of the most significant areas of logistic activities. The second division includes five categories of
computer aided systems dedicated to computer support of transport, supply management, packages management, storages and warehousing, orders processing.
One of the most popular division of companies according to amount of workers includes four company scale classes: microcompanies with less than 10 workers, small companies with 10 to 49 workers, middle companies with 50 to 249
workers and large companies with 250 and more workers [1]. Middle and Small
Companies (MSC) sector includes first three categories and plays a very important
role in polish economy and society. It stimulates an economic growing, generates
new workplaces and enables self employment by own economic activity. In European Union (EU) MSC sector creates 2/3 of workplaces and generates about 60%
of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). In Poland MSC companies are more than 99%
of whole amount of companies. It generates more than 47% of GDP (31% is generated by microcompanies. 7% by small companies. 9% by middle companies) and
more than 67% of part of GDP produced by all companies (44% is produced by
microcompanies. 10% by small companies. 13% by middle companies) [4].
Even not long ago Integrated Information Systems in practice were reserved
only to large enterprises according to high level of project and implementation
costs. The most typical situation was that the big software provider could get only
big clients for its solutions. Therefore prices of licenses and implementation services were kept on the high level. On the other side MSC sector were not ready to
introduce and use of advanced software. Nowadays an interest growth of this class
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of information systems is observed. The most probably reason is achieving necessity of competitiveness level fast growth and also occurring of new software license offers, which are connected with lower costs of software gaining and using
e.g. Application Service Provisioning (ASP).
Agribusiness sector is a complex branch in terms of economic activities,
structure and production scale. It consists both of agriculture, agriculture resources
production, food processing, grocery industry and agrotouristics (farm touring).
In Poland only in branches related to food processing there are functioning about
30 thousands companies. The majority of these companies belongs to MSC sector.
There are micro (up to 9 workers) and small companies (up to 49 workers). Similar
situation is observed in all EU countries [2].
2. OBJECTIVES AND METHODS

The main objective of the project was an identification, evaluation and presentation of logistic activities in food processing agribusiness companies in Poland.
One of the detailed objective presented in this paper was an identification and presentation of state of CAL possession in investigated companies.
Data used in the studies is derived from questionnaire surveys, which were
sent to set of the companies selected on the base of REGON database. It contains
28039 food processing agribusiness companies from 10 branches. 1% of these
there are large companies, 5% there are middle companies, 24% there are small
companies and 70% there are microcompanies. To the survey there was selected
the set of 10000 companies, which contains all large, middle and small companies.
From microcompanies there were selected randomly 8% of companies.
Answers were received back from 511 investigated companies. In surveys
from 4 companies there was not scale expression and in 9 surveys there was no
branch expression. Therefore, the final set of data contains information from 498
companies. Its structure according to scale and branch of company activity is presented in the table 1.
Possession of IISL and dedicated CA systems were measured using indicators
defined as percentage ratio of amount of companies from selected branch or scale
class, which declared using of selected CAL system category to amount of all
companies from selected branch and class. Values of indicators are presented in
histograms and in diversification maps.
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Scale
Branch
Meat

Table 1. Structure of investigated food processing agribusiness company
according to activity scale and branch.
Micro
Small
Middle
Large
Sum

7.76%
15.00%
Fruits
and 6.06%
vegetables
3.33%
Fat and oils
0.00%
0.00%
Milk
8.33%
3.33%
Cereal
and 35.14%
starch
21.67%
Bakery
11.32%
40.00%
Other grocery
11.11%
8.33%
Pastures
15.38%
3.33%
Beverages
27.27%
5.00%
Tobacco
0.00%
0.00%
Sum
100.00%

50.00%
32.76%
18.65%
38.78%
54.55%
33.33%
5.79%
11.22%
83.33%
16.67%
1.61%
1.02%
33.33%
33.33%
2.57%
8.16%
40.54%
18.92%
4.82%
7.14%
76.89%
11.32%
52.41%
24.49%
64.44%
11.11%
9.32%
5.10%
76.92%
7.69%
3.22%
1.02%
45.45%
27.27%
1.61%
3.06%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
Source: own preparation.

9.48%
37.93%
6.06%
6.90%
0.00%
0.00%
25.00%
20.69%
5.41%
6.90%
0.47%
3.45%
13.33%
20.69%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%
3.45%
100.00%

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
-

3. RESULTS

Possession of IISL was declared by 20% investigated companies, absence of
IISL was declared by 72% and 8% companies were not answered in this matter.
Possession of computer aided transport system was declared by 27%, possession of
computer aided supply management system was declared by 33%, possession of
computer aided package management system was declared by 14%, possession of
computer aided storages and warehousing system was declared by 37% and possession of computer aided orders processing system was declared by 39% investigated companies. Structures of possession and not possession of all classes CAL
systems in investigated companies according to branches is presented in figure 1
and according to company scale is presented in figure 2.
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Figure 1. Percent of companies with several categories of CAL systems in different
branches. Source: own preparation.
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Figure 2. Percent of companies with several categories of CAL systems in different
company scales. Source: own preparation.

The most significant percent of companies declared possession of different
classes of CAL systems in milk and beverages branches. Definitely lower percent
of companies using CAL systems was identified in bakery branch.
An ascendant trend of percent of companies with all CAL systems categories
according to growth of scale class of company is clearly visible. The most signifi40

cant percent of companies using different CAL systems was identified in large
companies. In turn the lowest percent was identified in small and micro companies.
Diversifications of ratio between amount of companies with selected CAL
system to amount of companies without it for all categories of CAL systems according to two-dimensional classification of companies due to its branch and company scale are presented in figures 3 – 8. Values of this indicator are placed between 0 when no companies in category is present and 1 when all companies in
category is present. Darker colors on these diversification maps signs higher value
of indicator. An interpretation for tobacco companies was left due to reasons explained earlier in this paper.
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Figure 3. Diversification of IISL possession according to branch and scale of company.
Source: own preparation.

The most companies which declared a possession of IISL was identified in
large cereal and starch, and in middle fat and oils company classes. Also large milk
and small beverages companies significantly often (value of indicator greater than
0.5) declared a possession of IISL (figure 3).
The highest level of computer aided transport possession indicator was identified in large bakery companies, in middle pastures companies and also in large
milk companies (figure 4). The highest level of computer aided supply management possession indicator was identified in small and middle beverages companies,
in micro and middle pastures companies, in large bakery companies and in middle
fat and oils companies (figure 5).
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Figure 4. Diversification of computer aided transport possession according to branch
and scale of company. Source: own preparation.
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Figure 5. Diversification of computer aided supplies possession according to branch
and scale of company. Source: own preparation.

The highest level of computer aided packages management possession indicator was identified in middle beverages companies. The significantly high level of
this indicator was identified in middle cereal and starch companies too (figure 6).
The highest level of computer aided storages and warehousing possession indicator
was identified in large milk, cereal and starch, bakery companies, in middle fat and
oil companies and in middle fruits and vegetables companies (figure 7). The highest level of computer aided orders processing possession indicator was identified in
large bakery, cereal and starch companies, in middle pastures, fat and oils companies and a few lower in middle cereal and starch companies (figure 8).
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Figure 6. Diversification of computer aided packages management possession according
to branch and scale of company. Source: own preparation.
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Figure 7. Diversification of computer aided storage and warehousing possession according
to branch and scale of company. Source: own preparation.

In interpretation of “diversification maps” presented in figures 2 – 8 it must be
granted still two issues. The first is that some of two-dimensional categories of
companies due to its branch and company scale includes any objects. There are
micro and large fat and oils companies, large pastures and beverages companies
and all classes apart from large tobacco companies. These categories are signed on
figures by small circles. The second is that amount of large companies in all
branches is very low. It is inter alia a consequence of very low percent of large
companies (1%) in source REGON database.
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Figure 8. Diversification of computer aided orders processing possession according
to branch and scale of company. Source: own preparation.

4. CONCLUSION

In all categories an ascendant trend of percent of companies with selected
category of CAL system due to growing its company scale is present. For IISL this
ascendant trend is also visible only in fat and oils, cereal and starch, and other grocery companies. This ascendant trend is better visible for majority of branches in
all dedicated categories of CAL systems. The possession level of IISL and CAL
systems is significantly higher in milk and beverages than in other branches. The
most often categories of computer aided logistic activities are orders processing
and storages and warehousing. The less often category is a packages management.
Percent of surveys filled and sent back is growing according to growth of company
class. For large companies it is 10%, for middle it is 7%, for small it is 5% and for
microcompanies it is only 4%. In branches the highest percent of surveys filled and
sent back is in cereal and starch (11%), and in fat and oils companies (9%). The
lowest percent is in other grocery (1%) and in beverages companies (1%).
Research granted by Ministry of Science and Higher Education from the funds for
science in years 2009-2012 as a scientific project no N N112 049637 “Procesy
logistyczne w funkcjonowaniu przedsiębiorstw przetwórstwa rolno-spożywczego”.
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Abstract. Nowadays logistics is becoming more and more important for
companies. We are moving away from a world where national economies are
isolated from each other by barriers that hinder cross-border trading and investments. This paper describes and presents the basic configuration steps of
logistics modules in the Oracle E-Business Suite system and shows the whole
supply-chain process from the user’s point of view.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As enterprises must innovate quickly in the face of global competition, financial pressures and increasingly complex regulation, Oracle E-Business Suite provides businesses the functional best practices and industry-specific capabilities they
need to adapt to change and compete more effectively. Oracle E-Business Suite
helps businesses to protect their existing investment, extend the value of their applications and to evolve to the next generation of business applications.
In this paper we will focus on key supply chain processes from design, planning and procurement to manufacturing and fulfillment, providing a complete solution set to enable companies to power information-driven value chains. [1] This
complex solution provides family of applications named Oracle Supply Chain
Management that is part of Oracle E-Business Suite applications. With this solution
companies can build and operate world class value-chains for profitable growth,
can anticipate market requirements and risks, adapt and innovate to respond to
volatile market conditions, and align operations across global networks. Companies
can also implement lean, demand driven principles and manage their increasingly
complex, global supply chains.
2. ORACLE E-BUSINESS SUITE COMPONENTS

Oracle Supply Chain Management is a group of application being the part of
the Oracle E-Business suite used for logistic solutions. It consists of applications
grouped in a pack of application suites.

In this paper we will describe in details Purchasing, Inventory Management
and Order Fulfillment applications [2]:
• Purchasing – is a part of an Advanced Procurement – the integrated suite of
applications. It is dedicated for professional buyers, which streamlines purchase order processing while strengthening policy compliance. As the heart
of the Oracle Advanced Procurement suite, Oracle Purchasing provides a
rich store of policy and supplier information and a robust workbench for
buying professionals.
• Inventory Management – this application improves inventory visibility, reduces inventory levels and controls inventory operations. It belongs to a Logistics & Transportation application group.
• Order Fulfillment – this family streamlines and automates the entire sales
order management process, from order promising and order capture to transportation and shipment. Business benefits include reduced fulfillment costs,
reduced order fulfillment cycle time, and improved order accuracy and ontime delivery. This suite of applications includes:
- Oracle Order Management – drives the order fulfillment process of any
business.
- Oracle Advanced Pricing – provides a logical, flexible setup framework
to handle complex pricing scenarios.
The remaining applications which does not fit in the scope of this paper are:
iProcurement, iSupplier Portal, Payables, Warehouse Management, Transportation
Management, General Ledger, Oracle Assets, Discrete Manufacturing, Process
Manufacturing, Inventory Optimization, Advanced Supply Chain Planning,
3. CONFIGURATION

The configuration of a system consists of the implementation so called
organization. Organizations represent the structure of an enterprise in Oracle

EBS. For the purpose of this work 3 organizations are created:
• Warsaw Headquarter Storehouse
• Warsaw Headquarter Warehouse
• Item Master Organization.
The first two of them will be defined as inventory organizations (organizations that hold stocks) and the last one will only be created as master item organization. Item Master Organization organization will be created for one purpose only:
all items will be created in this organization and then assigned to other organizations within the operating unit.
To create new organization the user has to type a name for this organization,
its validation dates and valid location. The structure of ABC Company is presented
on the figure 1.
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Figure 1. Organizational hierarchy. Source: own preparation.

Another configuration element is workday calendar which, in E-Business
Suite application, defines a valid working days for a manufacturing organization
and consists of repeating pattern of days on and days off and exceptions to that
pattern. This allows the user to designate a normal workday as a scheduled downtime day, or designate a holiday as a workday. The user can also define a workday
patterns for a given calendar.
Inventory and costing parameters of the current organization can be defined in
the following areas:
1. Basic Inventory Parameters, like Organization code, Item Master organization (Item Master Organization in our case), workday calendar, the maximum number of days a move order requisition can wait (Move Order Timeout),
2. Costing information: Standard Costing Method (predetermined costs are
used for valuing inventory and for charging material, resource, overhead, period close, and job close and schedule complete transactions; differences between standard costs and actual costs are recorded as variances), Average
Costing Method (the unit cost of an item is the average value of all receipts
of that item to inventory, on a per unit basis; each receipt of material to inventory updates the unit cost of the item received), FIFO (First-in, First-out),
LIFO (Last-in, First-out).
3. Inter-Org information – all default inter-organization transfer accounts.
These accounts are: transfer credit, purchase price variance, payable, receivable, transit inventory
4. Other Accounts: Sales Cost of Goods Sold, Purchase Price Variance, Inventory A/P Accrual, Invoice Price Variance, Encumbrance, Project Clearance
Account, Average Cost Variance
Another part of the configuration stage are receiving parameters for current
inventory organization, like: Receipt Days Early – indicates a number of days an
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organization can earlier receive purchased products, 5 days in our case; Receipt
Days Late – indicates a number of days an organization can later receive purchased
products. In this work there will be 0 days for each inventory organization, therefore no delays will be allowed; Receipt Number Generation; Receiving Inventory
Account.
Subinventories are unique physical or logical separations of material inventory, such as raw inventory, finished goods, or defective material. All material
within an organization is held in a subinventory therefore, the user must define at
least one subinventory. According to Figure 2 for this paper purpose, two subinventories will be created – one for each inventory organization. In Warsaw Headquarter Storehouse organization Stuffs subinventory will be created and in Warsaw
Headquarter Warehouse organization: subinventory Goods. All Subinventories can
be entered in Subinventories form (Figure 2). Each subinventory in the system is
created with plenty of attributes attached to it. The most important attributes are:
unique name and description, material status, type (storage, receiving, null), etc.
Subinvetories Stuffs and Goods can have the same configuration that is presented
on the following figure.

Figure 2. Subinventory form. Source: own preparation.

Locators are used in EBS system to identify physical areas where inventory
items are stored. Item quantities can be tracked by locator. Locators can be entered
in Stock Locators form.
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4. PURCHASING MANAGEMENT

Each organization has its own purchasing rules. These rules can be entered in
Purchasing Options form. There are plenty of attributes and the most important are:
The Receipt Close Point (when the shipment is closed for receiving: Accepted,
Delivered, or Received), The PO Output Format (output format for purchase orders
sent to the supplier: print, e-mail, fax), etc.
Purchase requisition is an internal request for goods or services. A requisition
can originate from an employee or from another process, such as inventory or
manufacturing. To enter or edit existing requisition in Oracle Purchasing we can
use Requisitions form. At header level of this form, the following information is
displayed: Operating Unit – an organization, in which a requisition is created (in
our case there is only one operating unit – Warsaw Headquarter); Preparer – employee that enters this requisition; Status - (Incomplete, Rejected, Returned); A
unique Requisition number; Requisition Type – (Purchase Requisition from an
outside supplier, Internal Requisition satisfied from inventory by means of an internal sales order).
Each requisition can include many lines, generally with a distinct item on
each requisition line. Each requisition line includes at least the following information: type (amount-based costs, quantity-based materials, outside processing), A
requested item, Item Description, unit of measure Quantity, Unit Price, Need By
date and time, Name of the employee who is requesting the item, suggested Supplier.
In our example a purchase type of the requisition can be created, in PLN currency and to the Warsaw Headquarter Storehouse inventory organization as the
destination. Its number, let’s assume to be defaulted to 1000020. The Requisitions
form is presented on the figure 3.
As we can see, the current status of this requisition is Incomplete. It will
change to Approved while the requisition is approved. For this work purposes the
10 pieces (UOM field is equal to Sztuka) of WYR0001 item for 1299 PLN price
each have been requested.
In order to submit for approval the requisition we have to click Approve button that is on the right bottom of Requisitions form. In this work it is assumed that
preparer of the requisition has approving privilege and therefore he can approve the
document by himself. If the approved purchase requisition has been created there is
a time to create and approve a purchase order document. A purchase order (PO) is
a commercial document issued by a buyer to a seller, indicating the type, quantities
and agreed prices for products or services the seller will provide to the buyer.
Sending a PO to a supplier constitutes a legal offer to buy products or services.
Acceptance of a PO by a seller usually forms a once-off contract between the buyer
and seller so no contract exists until the PO is accepted.
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Figure 3. Requisitions form. Source: own preparation.

The first step is to find previously defined requisition lines as the source of
new purchase order (PO) document. The easiest method is to create a new standard
PO document. Upon creation one must enter document informations like Document Number, Supplier Currency Source. Clicking Create button will complete
creation of the document and will automatically open Autocreate to Purchase Orders form. All data included in this form is copied from the source document (requisition: 1000020) and from information we entered in New Document form. This
form is presented on the figure 4.

Figure 4. Autocreate to Purchase Orders form. Source: own preparation.
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Clicking Shipments button will carry us to Shipments window. We can enter
multiple shipments for purchase order lines or edit shipments that were automatically created by Purchasing. A purchase order shipment specifies the quantity,
ship-to organization and location, date the supplier should deliver the items on a
purchase order line, and country of origin for the items.
When all information is checked and (if needed) updated, the document can
be submitted for approval by clicking Approve button (if the user has approving
privilege and therefore he can approve the document by himself). After approving
PO document it can be printed as a report and sent to the supplier. Let’s assume
that this report was sent to the supplier DOSTAWCA ABC and we are awaiting 10
pieces of WYR0001 item by 31-OCT-2008 from him.
5. INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Oracle Inventory provides the powerful methods for defining and manipulating units of measure. This enables the user to manufacture, order, or receive items
in any unit of measure.
Unit of measure (UOM) classes represent groups of units of measure with
similar characteristics. Creating unit of measure classes is the first step in unit of
measure management because each unit of measure must belong to a unit of measure class. Each class has a base unit of measure that is used to perform conversions
between units of measure in the class. For this paper purposes, several unit of
measure classes were created, e.g. “Ilość” that represents the quantity and
“Długość” to measure length. All created UOM classes can be seen on the following form:

Figure 5. Unit of Measure Classes form. Source: own preparation.

The second step in unit of measure management is to define units of measure
that are used by a variety of functions and transactions to express the quantity of
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items. For example, “Centymetr”, “Milimetr”, and “Metr” were created and put
into “Długość” class.
Changing an amount of goods in the inventory can be done by means of
transaction. Each transaction in Oracle EBS is combined with both a transaction
type and a source type. For example, for a PO receipt transaction, the transaction
source type is Purchase Order and the actual PO number is the source. A transaction source type is the type of entity against which Oracle Inventory charges a
transaction. Oracle Inventory predefines a list of transaction source types, but we
can add more source types to the list or update the predefined types.
A transaction action is a generic type of material movement or cost update
with no specificity regarding the source of the transaction. Oracle Inventory predefines the transaction actions. The combination of a transaction source type and a
transaction action is called a transaction type. It is used to classify a particular
transaction for reporting and querying purposes. Now let’s discus receiving purchased items.
In our case Purchase Order document has been created, approved and sent a
PO report to the supplier. Now let’s assume that those expected receipt arrived to
MC1 inventory organization (as it was requested on PO form) on time and we have
to receive it in the system. Let’s assume further that at date 24-OCT-2008, 10
WYR0001 items arrive to our MC1 inventory from DOSTAWCA ABC supplier
with reference to 1000041 PO document. We can then check in the system whether
quantity and items are compliant with our expectations. If we do not know a PO
document number we can also search expected receipts by supplier, items, or by
expected date of receipt.
Purchasing displays the following detail information for the current shipment
line: Order Type, Order number, the Supplier or internal organization shipping the
item, Due Date, Item Description, Destination, and Routing. When we select the
line we want to receive, Purchasing displays the Quantity due for the shipment. We
can use this form to enter receipt line information, especially: The quantity, Destination Type: Receiving, Expense, Inventory, or Shop Floor. After saving entered
data, a receipt transaction is complete.
6. ORDER FULFILLMENT

Once we purchased and received products to the inventory, we can sell them
to the customer with appropriate margin. For the entire sales order management
process, that is from order promising and order capture to transportation and shipment, Oracle Order Fulfillment module is responsible. The first step is to define
price lists that include the items we would like to sell. When all price lists are configured, we can use them in sales orders and eventually ship sold items to the cus-
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tomer. After the configuration is saved, we can put created price list into the header
of the sales order.
The next step is to create new sales order document. We can enter, view, and
update sales orders using the Sales Orders window. The header main information
includes: customer name, Ship to and bill to customer locations, An Order Type,
Date Ordered, Price List, currency, Payment terms and Source warehouse.
For this paper purposes an order with 5 units of WYR0001 item will be created. The price for each item will be derived from previously defined price list.
While entering line-level information in Sales Orders form, Oracle Order Fulfillment opens Availability form that display the current availability of ordered item.
In our case we can see that in MC1 warehouse there are 10 units of WYR0001
item, so there will be 5 units left after this transaction is processed. These two
forms are presented on the next figure:

Figure 6. Sales Orders (line level) and Availability forms. Source: own preparation.

Clicking Book Order button at the right bottom of Sales Order form will
automatically approve and book the order. The status of such order changes to
Booked then and all ordered items are ready for physical shipment until this time.
The Release Sales Orders for Picking window specifies the criteria for releasing one or more order lines. The user can select order lines based on a number of
criteria such as warehouse, shipment request date, and item. Within this window
there are three tabs, containing multiple fields. One of the most important attributes
is Allocation Method. It defines the source from which the material is allocated.
There are 2 modes to choose from this field:
• Inventory Only (default): Pick release allocates inventory materials only;
• Prioritize Inventory: Pick release checks for inventory availability before
all other sources, then allocates material from other sources if needed.
This form is presented on the next figure 7.
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For this work purpose we am going to auto allocate previously defined
sales order to allocate the item only from MC1 inventory (Allocation Method parameter is set to Inventory Only). These items should be picked from Stuffs subinventory by default and the default stage is BO1 locator in the same subinventory.
Clicking Execute Now button will complete pick release of this order. It will automatically execute move order from MC1 inventory organization and will decrease
on hand availability of WYR001 item in this inventory by ordered quantity.

Figure 7. Release Sales Orders For Picking form. Source: own preparation.

7. SUMMARY

Nowadays, competition between companies is fiercer than ever and there is
great pressure from various stakeholders to be as profitable as possible. [3] In order
to cope with these challenges it is essential that companies have, among many other things, a well functioning material management, i.e. an efficient physical supply
of materials throughout the supply chain. An efficient materials flow is crucial in
order for firms to achieve high customer service levels and meet customer expectations thus deliver the products at the right time, in the right quality and quantity, at
the right price and at the right place. The paper presented the important facilities of
such integrated system and included basic steps of configuring and managing the
system. Flexibility and functionality made this platform meet customer satisfaction.
The number of main installations by industry, as for September 2010 was: Communication (6), Customer Goods (9), Education & Research (1), Engineering &
Construction (4), Financial Services (5), Hugh Technology (14), Industrial Manufacturing (13), Life Sciences (2), Media & Entertainment (4), Professional Services
(9), Public Sector (7), Retail (4), Travel & Transportation (5), Utilities (3).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Designing an information system is a serious challenge from the organizational,
scientific and logistic point of view. Main risks concerning the process designing
information system concern exceeding the budget or time of realization of the project
[8]. Often both factors enumerated above take place and in result of it the work is
ending with a failure.
The methodology called Rational Unified Process is one of better functioning
solutions supporting designing. It uses instruments supporting modelling and
simulations. It points at particular steps of the process of work to the project group.
Everything is planned in the beginning of the process, each step of realization f the
project is observed and controlled. Moreover, servers give access to the model and
automatically create reports. Authors of the RUP methodology have noticed that
there is a need of creating a new language that would put the inconsistent notation,
inherited after former methodologies in order. So, in result they designed the UML
language. Its specification has been popularized by its voluntary declaration in form
of response to Request for Proposal (RFP) formed by a non-commercial organization
OMG [7, 8, 9].
The author tends to bring some light to certain issues related with the use of
UML in a production enterprise and to describe the methodology and environment of
Rational Unified Process. The author takes under account the vastness of the subject,
therefore she will present only general questions connected with production in the
food – agricultural enterprise.

2. RUP – METHODOLOGY OF DESIGNING A COMPUTED SYSTEM BASED ON
UML LANGUAGE

The Rational Unified Process methodology and environment is one of most
successful solutions supporting designing [8]. Issues related with the methodology
constituted one of main flows of the discipline concerning designing and analysis.
However, what can we name a methodology…? It is a coherent and logically
structured set of methods and procedures that have an organizational or technical
character. Similarly, in case of the UML language there occurred many proposals
related with the methodology. Such approaches, like OMT, OOAD or OOSE
combined certain elements that contained the RUP method, for example: terms,
CASE instrument package, roles defined in a project team.
Rational Unified Process (RUP) is a methodology of computed systems based
on objects and UML language. It is funded on iterative and increase cycle of life of
the system. It has two dimensions – the figure 1 presents it. In the horizontal
position it takes into account three phases, iterations and point of review. The
vertical dimension reflects the static aspect of the process of creating the
information system.

Figure 1. Iterative and incremental cycle of life in the RUP methodology.
Source: http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/library/
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In addition, flexibility and adjustment of the system to needs of particular
venture are significant elements of the RUP methodology. RUP describes methods
of recording, storing and gaining functional and not-functional requirements, as
well as relations between the document describing the vision of the client and
documents of analysis. RUP methodology recommends the UML language as a
mean of expressing requirements of the user because the use of those forms
significantly facilitates the work of the project team and enables consultations with
the client. Next, RUP is characterized with strong impact on testing every piece of
the system individually, as well as the integrated system as an entity resulting from
component architecture that enables easy implementation of changes [2, 5].
RUP can be divided into two fundamental disciplines (business modeling,
specification of requirements, analysis and design, programming, testing,
implementation) that constitute the core of the process of shaping and they help
combining roles, actions and workflows that refer to particular areas. The subject
of disciplines includes also phases, periods between following points, in which
there have been performed activities necessary in determined disciplines. There are
following phases in the RUP methodology:
⎯ Inception phase
⎯ Elaboration phase
⎯ Construction phase
⎯ Transition phase
Each phase ends with „milestones”, as it has been presented on the figure 2.
Moreover, each phase is followed with a further analysis of its products in order to
verify the level of achievement of assumed presumptions. The positive evaluation
results with beginning a next phase. Analyses have proved that the construction
phase takes the majority of assets [4, 6].

Figure 2. RUP phases. Source: http://www.ibm.com/.

The phase of inception includes determining the range of the project and use
cases from the point of view of a client. The inception also identifies and assigns
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units, with which the information system will cooperate. In the final stage of this
phase cases of use should be detected and described. Next phase, called often the
most difficult and the most important in the entire project, is elaboration. It
includes following elements:
⎯ Analysis of the domain of the problem,
⎯ Preparation of architecture accordant to the character of the product,
⎯ Preparation of the plan of the project,
⎯ Removal of biggest factors of risk.
However, it is necessary to accept a wide perspective of analysis of the system
in order to realize elements enumerated above („mile wide and inch deep”). The
phase of preparation should result with accurate estimation of cost and time of
realization of the project. It should also include [4]:
⎯ use case diagram with a detailed description and assignment of actors,
⎯ set of non-functional requirements,
⎯ description of the architecture of the system,
⎯ updated documentation of the business vision,
⎯ detailed risk analysis.
The phase of construction includes the implementation of the software with
regard of all formerly produced documents. All functions are precisely tested. This
phase contains the discovery of remaining functional requirements and deployment
of those requirements into the documentation and implementation. Resource
management and operational control are key factors of this phase; they aim at
optimizing plans, costs and the quality of the project. The main effect of this phase
is the new product – an information system ready to transmit to the customer for
implementation. The next phase of RUP methodology includes the implementation
of the product for the final receiver. The client obtains the software along with the
entire documentation of the project ordered by the client. However, users often
report errors that haven’t been captured by the project team during tests; sometimes
also final users ask for modifications. So, this phase intertwines with previous two
phases. After starting the transmission much time is spent on training employees
abort final rules of the functioning of the product [4].
Still, no matter the methodology used in the project (other methodologies, like
for example: Extreme Programming, Scrum, Dynamic System Development
Method), the essential point of each of them is association and documentation of
business processes, in other words business modeling.
Rational Unified Process guarantees an integration of actions of the entire
project team and the project support with use of IBM’s tools (formerly Rational).
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Models constitute a simplified representation of reality; this makes them realizable.
The majority of the RUP methodology concerns [7]:
- creating and managing models,
- determining roles that are responsible for the production of models,
- dependencies between models.
The RUP modeling uses UML as a mean of expression. Determined language
is described in the following part of the elaboration.
3. UNIFIED MODELING LANGUAGE AND CONCEPT’S DESIGN

First simple approaches to the problem of modeling systems changed and
evolved into advanced methodologies of creating, two approaches particularly
dominated the analysis and systems’ design; those were: structural and object
approach. The eighties were a period of rapid development of structural approach.
Hence, challenges of development of the computer science concerning
popularization of use of systems of real time caused that particular interest was
focused on object models. Furthermore, there was another important factor, which
was the globalization of economy; i.e. the integration of information systems in
transport, banking, etc. Also the popularity and accessibility of applications,
especially Internet applications took place [1].
Authors of dominating solutions that evolved at the time independently
proposed an unified modeling language – UML. It is important to underline that
UML cannot be identified with the methodology of creation of information
systems. The methodology is a much wider category – it was described in the
previous part of the paper.
Unified Modeling Language is a graphical language of visualization, creation
and documentation of information systems [11]. Elements have assigned symbols,
which are connected in diagrams. They enable describing a system, from general to
detailed models. Detailed models are built with use of more specializet tools, like
MATLAB/Simulink. UML diagrams allow creating models of the designed system
on different levels of accuracy and they enable an efficient communication and
mutual understanding of specialists of various domains. As it has been already
mentioned, the author will describe the flow of materials in a particular enterprise
with use of the language UML 2.0. This version includes categories of abstract
diagrams and their real instances – as it is presented in the figure 3.
In addition to it is division of diagrams, environments using the UML
language and the RUP methodology suggested other techniques, for example:
diagrams of analytical modeling and diagrams of business modeling [1]
The literature presents also classifiers, which are synonyms of diagrams.
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Figure 3. UML 2.0. Diagrams; Source: [8, p. 22].

Use case diagram (figure 5) allows identifying objects, i.e. elements of the
system or subsystem, which are responsible for realization of determined services
and functions. It is also noticeable that objects cooperate with each other. Similar
objects are grouped in classes that define the type of the object and its
characteristics, including attributes and operations, i.e. functions and services
realized by every object of determined class [1, 2, 7].
Case of use diagrams includes following categories of terms:
⎯ cases of use,
⎯ actors,
⎯ relations.
Determined categories are firmly related with each other [11].
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A case of use is an action realized in the system resulting from a determined
activity of an actor. The range of defined venture is established by the set of all
mutually related cases of use. The name of the case of use should be treated as an
instruction of realization of the function in the designed system, which is formed as
an imperative. Moreover, each system communicates with actors (users, customers)
related with them. However, actors can be personalized and impersonalized. The
personalized actor can be: a person, a team, institution or organization. From the
other hand, the impersonalized actor can be an internal system (database), devices,
time or- interruptions. The name of the actor can be defined with a single noun or a
noun form of term. It is important to remember while identifying actors that they
reflect roles fulfilled by objects, not individual objects. An actor can use one or
more cases in determined system. Thus, next category of terms constitutes a
semantic connection between elements of the model [11, 12]. It can be
distinguished four types of relations in diagrams of the UML language:
⎯ association,
⎯ generalization,
⎯ dependency,
⎯ realization.
However, the class diagram is used for illustrating and creating
documentation of models of the structure. It is a description of a set of objects that
have identical attributes, operations, relations and meanings; they are the most
important construction blocks in all object systems [3, 12].
A sequence diagram shows the way that objects of particular classes realize
further functions described in selected scenarios, see for example: figure 4. The
lack of precision of preparation of the scenario or errors detected in the class
diagram hamper the preparation of the sequence diagram. It means a detection of
errors that constitute a threat for the realization of the project. It is necessary to
correct them and return to the stage of preparation of diagrams in order to analyze
the correctness again [2, 9].
Diagrams have two features distinguishing them [3]:
⎯ There are lines of life of objects – vertical, dashed lines,
⎯ The long, thin rectangle represents the period of realization of the action
by the object of the action.
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Figure 4. Exemplary sequence diagram showing the implementation of the chosen
scenario. Source: personal elaboration on basis [2].

Business modeling is the first work flow and it should precede the process of
specifying requirements concerning the software. This model will analyze the
structure and dynamics of the enterprise, in which the software is applied [11].
As it was already mentioned, the flow of materials in a manufacturing
company is the object of the model. This enterprise produces animal food. The
manufacturing process is vast, so the author will focus on the stage of production
concerning the flow of materials (raw materials) from the silo to the extruder for
further processing.
Case of use diagram can be modified on the computer screen – this
significantly facilitates the presentation of accordance of requirements that the final
user has towards the system. The figure 5 presents how the mixing or weighting
materials can affect on transporting the cargo.

Figure 5. Case study diagram. Source: personal elaboration on basis [2, 3, 11].
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The analysis of the case of use diagram and the description allow identifying
objects, i.e. systems or sub-systems. Moreover, this way it is possible to establish,
which objects cooperate with each other. As it was formerly mentioned, objects are
collected into classes, which define the type of the object and its’ characteristics,
including attributes and operations realized by each object from particular class.
The figure 6 shows an example of a class diagram [2]. Cooperating classes or
objects are linked through various relations, which are presented in form of lines on
the diagram.

Figure 6. Exemplary class diagram. Source: personal elaboration on basis [2, 11].

Methodologies of creating information systems and the UML language for
complicated projects are supported with computer tools, like Computer Aided
Software Engineering – CASE. Their application enables realizing following tasks
in the process of creating systems:
⎯ Supporting the specification and documentation,
⎯ Verification of the semantic correctness of diagrams,
⎯ Generating the stub code.
Presented tools enable reducing the time and costs, as well as they provide the
required quality of created system.
4. CONCLUSION

The UML language has an important characteristics – it is the visualization
and animation of work of the designed information system. This allows controlling
project actions and examine the accordance with requirements of the customer,
before the decision about the construction of the system or its component takes
place. The construction of an information system should occur only after a
comprehensive analysis of requirements and verification of models prepared in
UML language. The complexity of the process and the flow of material in the
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exemplary enterprise require knowledge about the theory and practice of the UML
language.
The author is aware that the elaboration didn’t deplete the subject, thus, she
has hope that the description of the RUP method and presentation of the issue of
the UML language an particular example was sufficiently interesting. The problem
that has been preliminarily presented in this paper is very complicated and
therefore the author focused on a small stage of the flow of materials in a
determined enterprise.
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Abstract. Effective business management requires more frequent application of process approach. Process methods supported by information and
communication technologies give chance to optimize processes within the
individual organizations. Such an approach does not provide the opportunity
to optimize processes throughout the value chain – which extends on many
organizations involved in the manufacture of a product or service – because
part of the process is taking place at the contact between organizations. This
article presents the concept of the inter – organizational computer system that
uses process technologies to optimize internal processes and processes that
excess of the limits of a single organization. Such a system would include all
of the organizations included in the value chain of the product or service.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Increased competition and globalization of the economy, makes companies to
stay on the market increasingly difficult. Keeping the advantage over its competitors requires constant optimization of processes in economic organizations. Therefore, an increasing number of companies reach for process technologies aimed at
reducing the cost of the process, reducing the execution time of processes and to
improve the quality of processes realized in the company. Among these technologies include, among others:
• Total Quality Management;
• Business Process Reengineering;
• Benchmarking;
• Kaizen Costing;
• Target Costing;
• Activity Based Costing;
• Activity Based Management;
• Total Performance Scorecard.

Effective uses of these methods require support through information technology – management information systems that implement methods for process optimization.
It should be noted, however, that companies not only compete in the market,
but they also cooperate with each other, they are suppliers, customers or partners.
The final service or product that goes to the customer is the result of the implementation processes in many companies. Therefore, optimization must be carried out
by all of the economic organizations included in the process value chain. The use
of process methods within each organization can contribute to a partial improvement of the final product or service. Radical improvement can be obtained when
information technologies supporting process methods are applied to the entire
value chain. We are talking about management information system with implemented process technologies that exceeds beyond framework of a single organization, whose objective will be to optimize the entire process value chain.
2. REVIEW OF PROCESS TECHNOLOGIES

Companies increasingly reach for process technologies in order to stay on
competitive market. Now there are many methods optimizing processes for the
various evaluation criteria. The most popular of these general criteria may include
the costs of the processes, the execution time of processes and quality of processes.
Each of described below methods affects at least one of these criteria.
“Total Quality is a way of management aiming to improve the efficiency, effectiveness, flexibility and competitiveness of business, as a whole” [1]. The traditional approach to quality issues, based on inspections and testing, is replaced by
efforts to organize for quality throughout the organization with the active participation of all departments and employees at all levels. TQM is a philosophy and a set
of guidelines, which describe organization constantly improving based on the
Deming cycle [2]. The Deming PDCA cycle consists of four steps: Plan (plan of
action better), Do (testing planned improvements), Check (verification of the results of improvement activities), and Act (implementation of good improvements).
In the late 80's and 90 of the twentieth century a new method for improving
enterprise was developed by M. Hammer and J. Champy – Business Process Reengineering (BPR). The purpose of BPR was a total redesign of the processes of the
enterprise. Muller and Rupper [3] “define reengineering as a thorough rethinking of
processes both within the organization, as well as in relationships to its partners
and customers, and their reorganization based on the process thinking”. There are
identified three ways to reorganize of the processes:
• Continuous reengineering – is a continuous analysis and adjustment of existing processes;
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•

Reengineering in critical situations – is performed in a situation when inside or outside the company there are significant changes affecting for example market or profits;
• Result-oriented Reengineering– is performed in companies when there is
a change in objectives such as the introduction of new products.
The next method for optimization processes is Benchmarking. “Benchmarking is not about inventing processes from scratch, but observing how they are implemented by leading companies in the market and then implementing best practices within your organization. In other words, benchmarking is a meaningful consideration of alternatives coming from the outside” [3].
Another method is Kaizen Costing. This is a "system of continuous improvements in the implementation of the processes and organization of the work, whose
direct effect is to cut costs and improve the efficiency of the productive workplaces" [4]. It is worth noting that in this approach suggestions on possible ways to
improve the process are reported by employees. Continuous application of Kaizen
Costing in conjunction with a good control system leads to a gradual reduction of
cost savings opportunities.
Limitations of the Kaizen Costing method have contributed to the development, in the Toyota plant in 1965, Target Costing method. This method is used for
planning costs of products, which will only be put into production. It covers, the
cost of the project development phase and the production process taking into account the production volume and sales prices. Target Costing is to lead to the desired level of costs as a result of modifications in product design and improvements
in the manufacturing process. In a large simplification the Target Costing method
is to “determining the amount of costs, after which must be produced product characterized by a set of functionality and quality in order to achieve the desired profit
margin, that is expected possible to achieve price" [5].
Another process method is an Activity Based Costing. The method has been
formalized in the late eighties by American professors R. Cooper, S. Kaplan, and
H.T. Johnson. To develop a new method of cost calculation has contributed many
factors, among which are:
• strong market competition and growth of competitors requirements,
which resulted low tolerance for defects or poor quality products;
• development of information technology as a result of which was reduced
time of data processing;
• increase in indirect costs and fixed costs and at the same time decrease of
wage costs due to diversification of production, automation of technological processes, new methods of management, and increased costs of phases
before and after production.
In this case, the classical method of cost calculation proved to be inaccurate,
mainly because of the way of accounting for indirect and fixed costs. According to
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Kaplan and Cooper “costing algorithms in these methods were shaped under the
influence of the financial statements” [6]. They were sufficient for the needs of
external audit, however, gave no precise information on costs in cross-section of
products and customers as a result it was not possible to determine their profitability. The conception of cost accounting assumes that, “it is not final products, but
the activities entail certain indirect costs, which can be assigned to these tasks” [7].
The costs reflect the resources consumed by the company to provide products or
services. The cost calculation is done in two stages. In the first phase of cost calculation the consumption of resources is assigned to activities. In the second phase, is
defined which actions are consumed by products or other cost objects (customers,
distribution channels). Calculation of the ABC method gives more reliable data
about costs of products or services in relation to the classical methods and therefore
its place is believed to be in management accounting information systems, whose
task is to support decision making, planning and controlling. Activity Based Costing is a tool that allows the company to implement Activity Based Management
method. Application of ABM system enables the organization to achieve desired
results while reducing the expenditure needed for organizational resources. Kaplan
and Cooper distinguish two complementary techniques of cost management: the
operational and strategic ABM.
"Activity Based Management includes taking measures to increase productivity, reduce costs and extend the use of the assets that means ABM is purpose of
performing the tasks in an efficient manner. Operational ABM takes for granted the
need for a level of organizational activities and tries to meet them with fewer resources." [8]. As part of an operational ABM can be distinguished:
• guiding the activities of the company;
• setting priorities;
• providing justification for the costs incurred;
• tracking benefits;
• measuring of efficiency in order to constant learning.
"Strategic ABM is trying to modify the demand for action to improve profitability, assuming that the efficiency of actions is constant" [8]. ABC model gives
information about which products and customers are profitable and which are not.
Strategic ABM task is to change the structure of activities in such a way as to make
them more profitable. The strategic ABM includes decision about:
• product structure and pricing of products,
• cooperation with customers,
• selection of suppliers and cooperation with them,
• designing and product development.
Another method used to optimize the actions in enterprises is Total Performance Scorecard. TPS is the development of concepts such as Balanced Scorecard,
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Total Quality Management and Competency Management. Rampersad [9] defines
it as a “systematic process of continuous, gradual and routine improvement, development and learning, whose main objective is sustainable progress of individual
and organizational performance”. Improvement, learning and science are the three
basic ingredients in this holistic management concept. Synthesis of these three
elements is knowledge.
Knowledge is a function of information, culture and skills [10].
<Knowledge> = f(<Information>, <Culture>, <Skills>)
(1)
Knowledge can be divided into covert and explicit. Covert knowledge is dependent on individual units and is accumulated in their minds. It is difficult to describe covert knowledge, because it results from experience, intuition and practical
skills. Explicit knowledge does not depend on individuals, it is formalized in the
form of procedures, theory, equations, instructions, diagrams, etc. This category of
knowledge is stored in management information systems and procedures of the
organization.
TPS concept consists of five elements:
• Personal Balanced Scorecard;
• Organizational Balanced Scorecard;
• Total Quality Management;
• Competence Management;
• Kolb Learning Cycle.
Table 1. The impact of process technologies on criteria of process improvement.
Criteria for process improvement
Method

Cost of process Execution time Quality of process
implementation
of process
implementation

Total Quality Management

-

-

+

Business Process Reengineering

+

+

+

Benchmarking

+

+

+

Kaizen Costing

+

+

+

Target Costing

+

+

+

Activity Based Costing

+

-

-

Activity Based Management

+

-

-

+

+

+

Total Performance Scorecard

Source: own preparation.

Table 1 presents the impact of various process technologies for possible criteria for process improvement. The basic criteria that we are trying to improve using
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process methods are the cost of process implementation, the execution time of
process and the quality of process implementation. Effective use of these methods
requires the support of information technology.
3. CLASSIC APPLICATION OF PROCESS TECHNOLOGIES IN COMPANIES

Enterprises for many years have used information systems to support their activities. Initially the systems were simple, supporting the work of individual departments. The development of information technology has contributed to the development of integrated systems which began to cover the entire enterprise. The
increase in the popularity of the process approach forces the producers of information systems used in business, to integrate process methods by which companies
can perform the process optimization. Such an approach to extend the functionality
of IT systems can be seen in many applications, for example Activity Based Costing module has been integrated with SAP R/3. Another approach to the introduction of process technologies for the enterprise is to use of dedicated software packages – which are more or less integrated into the computer system operating in the
company – used for mapping, simulation and optimization processes. An example
of such a solution is the ARIS Platform. “ARIS Platform provides integrated software products that help enterprises to continuously improve their business processes. These products cover every phase of a BPM project—from strategy definition and process design to transferring the models into your IT systems and monitoring process execution” [11].
It is also important how companies approach to the problem of process optimization. Mostly they do not provide information about the processes on the outside. Do not take into account that the processes implemented in the company are
part of a larger process, which aims to produce a service or product. It isn’t also
noted that some processes are performed at the interface between organizations and
their optimization should be carried out in cooperation with partners.
Figure 1 presents two ways of process technologies deployment in enterprises.
To produce a product or service requires the implementation of process P. Various
stages of this process are made in organizations O1, O2, O3, ..., On. Companies
often use process technologies to optimize their own processes without taking into
account the fact that these processes are part of a larger process. So process technologies are applied in a vertical manner. This approach to optimization of processes can benefit individual organizations but not necessarily will have a significant impact on improving the final product or service produced. To achieve a significant improvement in the way of implementing of process P is possible when
process technologies will be applied horizontally. This approach takes into an account that the processes implemented in the company are part of a larger process
and that part of these processes exceeds the boundaries of the organization. So one
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Organization O1

Organization O2

Organization O3

Organization On

SI1 Information system
with integrated
process methods

SI2 Information system
with integrated
process methods

SI3 Information system
with integrated
process methods

SIn Information system
with integrated
process methods

P001

P002

P003

...

P00n

Vertical application of process technologies

would think about architecture management information system with integrated
process technologies, which would cover not the single organization but entire
process implemented to produce a product or service.

Process P

Horizontal application of process technologies

Figure 1. Horizontal and vertical application of process technologies.
Source: own preparation.

4. THE CONCEPTION OF INTER – ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION
SYSTEM

In the previous chapter was described how companies classically apply process technologies. It was noted that the data about processes are proprietary and not
disclosed to partners even if they are not basis for the existence of the company.
Information management systems functions inside the company, although the processes often exceed those limits. Given these constraints can be stated that it is a
difficult task to optimize the whole value chain of processes running through many
organizations. Therefore when designing information systems supporting process
technologies should be taken into an account the assumptions made in
X-engineering by Champy.
X-Engineering is a development of Business Process Reengineering method.
Before entering the X-Engineering must be carried out in a company an internal
reorganization of processes. The idea of X-Engineering is to leave with the processes outside the own sphere of economic organization. Integration own processes
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with the processes of other companies makes it possible to create a multi - corporate company with a potential well beyond the capabilities of each company, if they
work alone. According to Champy [12] X-Engineering allows answering three
questions:
• How should the company change? Analyzing are production and sale
processes of products or services and processes related to commercial
transactions with external companies.
• In whose interest? Analyzing is company offer to the client.
• And with whose help? The object of analysis is the extent of participation
in the development of common processes with other organizations.
The processes, offer and participation form a triangle of X-Engineering.
Analysis of processes leads to separation of the three groups:
• The processes carried out inside the company. Most often these are the
processes of strategic importance for the company and should be kept secretly from the competitors. However, it should be considered whether
they are indeed unique and that disclosure of them to the suppliers and
customers wouldn’t improve their efficiency.
• The processes carried out together with other organizations. This group is
the processes that don’t have strategic importance for the company. It
should sought to integrate information infrastructure of cooperating companies to improve efficiency of implementation processes.
• Processes outsourced to other organizations. The order of execution processes to other companies (outsourcing) is performed most often when they
do not constitute grounds for the business and can be done better and
cheaper by a third party companies. In this case, should be sought to ensure that the supplier of the process undergoes it to X-engineering in cooperation with the recipient of the process and its suppliers and customers.
The second angle of the X-engineering triangle is an offer to the client. The
offer should be something that will stand out company in a competitive market.
Champy [4] lists seven universal values of offer: individualization, innovation,
price, quality, service, speed, diversity.
The third angle of the X-engineering triangle represents the participation. Participation means the output of their processes to customers or suppliers. For the
redesigning of the company and its operation are involved partners from outside,
the organization, boundaries are exceeded. Champy [12] distinguishes four levels
of participation:
• Company reengineers own processes;
• Enterprise reengineers own processes with the processes of one of the cooperating organizations such as customer or supplier;
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•

Enterprise reengineers own processes and two other organizations such as
customers or suppliers;
• Enterprise reengineers own processes and processes of three different organizations such as customers, suppliers and partners.
Crossing the borders of individual business organizations by processes means
a new challenge for both information systems in enterprise and process technologies, which are implemented in these systems. Data about the processes should be
collected from all of the organizations that contribute to the manufacture of a product or service and they must be shared within an inter – organizational information
system.

Organization O1

Organization O2

Organization O3

Organization On

SI Information system with integrated process methods

P001

P002.01

P002.01

P002.02

P002.02

P003

...

Proces P00n

Process P

Figure 2. The conception of inter – organizational information system supporting
process technologies. Source: own preparation.

The conception of inter – organizational information system gives a complete
control over the process of manufacturing the product or service. Integration of
multiple process methods in such a system allows all organizations participating in
the process value chain to use these methods to optimize operations. Sharing information about the processes carried out in such a system also provides the opportunity to eliminate inefficiencies occurring at the interface of the organization. In
Figure 2, the first and second stage of the process P002 is duplicated. The classical
approach to the use of information systems and process technologies, and not sharing information about ongoing processes with partners makes it is difficult to detect
recurring activities.
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5. CONCLUSION

The article presents selected process technologies used in enterprises. Effective use of these technologies requires support by information technology. Currently, in companies are used information systems in which certain methods are
implemented to support process optimization. This approach, however, does not
take into an account that the processes carried out in companies are often part of a
larger process. This solution does not give also the opportunity to identify duplicative processes at the interface of the organizations. The proposed solution of inter –
organizational management information system supporting process technologies
could be based on the Business Intelligence platform.
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Abstract. The article is dealing with computer aiding the processes of quality management. Currently on the Polish market we have a wide range of
computer solutions. Their diversity encouraged the authors to check and preliminarily evaluate these applications from the point of view of usefulness to
enterprises having a formal quality management system. The evaluation was
conducted in the light of the activities associated with the use of the system,
i.e. controlling of documents, keeping records associated with audits, nonconformities, preventive and corrective actions.
Keywords. Quality, quality management, control of documents and records.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last times in the all world quality management systems became commonly used. Enterprises are implementing and are certificating systems, putting the
sequence of duties on themselves. Keeping up-to-date documentation and leading
of appropriate quality records is one of them.
Internal documentation of quality management system in the enterprise makes
up as a rule from:
- quality manual,
- documented procedures,
- instructions,
- quality records.
The ISO 9001 norm requires establishing substantiated procedures which they are:
a) Control of documents,
b) Control of records,
c) Internal audit,
d) Control of nonconforming product,
e) Corrective action,
f) Preventive action.
From demanded procedures it is first control of documents. It is ensuring the
topicality and the appropriate access to documents and data. Apt data should be

available in places, where action associated with functioning of the system is performed. One should remove from fixed places or protect before exploiting them
documents out of date.
The second procedure requires determining rules of leading and storing quality records. Records are used to show that the quality management system is in
accordance with requirements of the norm. Supporting them constitutes evidence.
Records must be simple to seek out, legible, appropriately marked.
Third from demanded procedures is regulating periodic carrying audit in the
entire enterprise. The plan of the audit is being prepared on the basis of documentation and experience from previous years. On the basis of the audits plan, the management representative appoints the auditor responsible for conducting the audit.
He is also setting the date of taking it with managers of departments. With effect of
it there is a checklist to managers and employees of departments had tested. Result
audit stating the nonconformity can constitute. Collecting data and drawing the
report up are taking place after analysis. Auditors are classifying nonconformities
and their causes. Protocol is being handed over to the interested parties for persons
in order to determine corrective and preventive action.
The fourth procedure determines dealing with nonconformities by separating
and describing them with specifying the place of proceedings, causes and costs.
Two last procedures concern corrective and preventive action. One should pay
greater attention to preventing than removing problems. It is necessary to determine scopes of these activities depending on levels of nonconformities and appropriately to classify and to adapt action to them [2,3,4,6].
The management determines what additional documents are needed in the organization. They can it to be procedures determining the course of processes or
action carried out in the company, instructions or other documents [5].
2. COMPUTER AIDING THE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

In the today the information is being provided with the any carrier (e-mail,
web pages, voice, paper, fax, phone). They are supposed to serve improvement for
communicating - between persons and organizations.
Efficient managing the company is combining with the coordination of the
flow of information. To this purpose implementing a computer system which the
entire area of action of the enterprise is embracing and is aspiring to his integration
on the level of processes is crucial. In every company streamlining functioning of
the enterprise should be an aim of the management system. It is held through
analysis and the optimization of processes with reference to the strategy of the
enterprise.
Quality management system as a rule is forming a relationship with stacks of
papers to which procedures, instructions, regulations, forms and attachments be78

long. In quality management there is gathering and is processing the large amount
of the information. Databases of the introduced system must contain all essential
contents describing the process. Moreover the majority of action requires detailed
substantiating his result. Changes constantly are bringing new elements in, therefore data requires the systematic and detailed update. Documentation constantly is
growing, is being supplemented with essential details and forms.
So far the majority of enterprises led documentation of quality system up in
the form traditional, that is on paper. It is connected with the following inconveniences [1]:
- long time of the reaction between the change in the procedure and updating
documentation,
- creating a large number of documents, that is considerable consuming paper,
toners and other office supplies,
- a possibility is lacking the confirmation whether employees got acquainted with
changed documentation,
- in case of mistakes or changes - need to repeat the entire process of updating,
the press and distribution of documents.
The practice of auditors shows that disagreements associated with the improper supervision of documentation and records constitute the considerable part of
all stated shortcoming during audits. Electronic systems of the supervision of
documentation require the proceedings in accordance with the specific procedure
and enable full flow of the work. They are able considerably to improve the quality
of existing management systems [1].
It exists in the USA over 50 programs assisting supervising quality management system documentation [7]. They are diverse and differently picked up, but all
similar functions are meeting: they allow users to create new revisions, route them
for approval and inform other users when a new revision supersedes the document
they've been using. Some of them offer additional functions, for example:
- calibration,
- training,
- nonconformance tracking,
- corrective actions,
- audits,
- customer care,
- supplier evaluations,
- SPC (Statistical Process Control),
- FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis),
- control plans and more to help create a paperless environment.
On the Polish market ready computer answers are also accessible, of which
examples were presented in the Table 1. They are eliminating the paper version of
documents and are reducing expenses and devoted time for supporting the quality
system. The majority of companies is ordering software adapted for their needs.
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Table 1. Most often offered computer solutions.
Item

Name of program

Producer

Web page

1.

NND Integrum

T – komp

www.tkomp.pl

2.

Dedal

Comp–win sp.z.o.o.

www.comp-win.pl

3.

ARIS QMS

IDS Scheer

www.ids-scheer.pl

4.

DGA-BMP

DGA S.A.

5.

ISO 9001

T-Matic

6.

ISOFT Document
Management System

TRY

7.

NauDoc

IZOS

www.dga.pl
http://www.bialystok.computerplus.com.pl
/web/Informatyka/NaszeRozwiazania.nsf
http://www.try.net.pl/isoftzarzadzanie-dokumentacja.html
http://izos.pl/news/rejestracja

Source: own preparation on the basis of advertising offers.

Programs were compared in terms of had functions. The comparison was conducted on the basis of advertising offers. Comparing programs was described in the
Table 2.
Table 2. Functions of individual programs.
NND
Integrum

Dedal

ARIS
QMS

DGABMP

ISO
9001

ISOFT

NauDoc

;
;

;
-

;

;
;

;
-

;
;

;
;

;

-

-

-

-

;

;

;

-

-

-

-

;

;

;

-

-

-

-

;

;

;

-

-

-

-

-

;

-

-

-

-

-

-

;

;

-

-

-

-

-

;

Matters of employees

-

-

-

-

;

;

-

Service of the customer

-

-

-

-

;

;

-

Chosen quality tools

-

-

-

-

;

-

-

Name of program
Functions
Control of documents
Managing the processes
Connecting documents and
records with the organizational structure
Records of the nonconformities and the customer complaint
Records of corrective and
preventive action
Carrying internal audits
Records of management
review
Control of monitoring and
measuring devices

Symbol ; means that the program has a function.
Source: own preparation on the basis of advertising offers.
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After checking offers of advertising Polish programs (table 2) the set following conclusions stayed:
1) Chosen from solutions are limited exclusively to individual areas of the business administration, e.g. of managing documentation (DEDAL from CompWin, ISO 9001 from T-Matic), for drawing the strategy up and designing, implementing and the inspection of business processes (ARIS from IDS Scheer).
2) Solutions for enterprises holding ISO 9001 certificate only chosen elements
offer, e.g. managing processes (DGA-BMP).
3) ISOFT doesn't offer the module concerning planning and carrying audits.
4) Softwares Dedal, ARIS QMS, DGA-BMP, ISO 9001 and ISOFT have bookmarks very much diversified, what the user is obliged exactly by to get acquainted with their functioning .
5) NND Integrum and NauDoc are the best software treating duties of the management representative (documentation, audits, nonconformities, corrective /
preventive action).
Due to possibility of access to the program, NND Integrum was subjected to
the further evaluation. For the purposes of the large enterprise of the chemical industry they checked the functionality of NND Integrum. They acquainted with the
program and practiced the order of operations connected with:
− organizational structure, entitlements, documentation,
− internal audits,
− internal nonconformities,
− customer complaints,
− corrective action,
− preventive action.
For the example a part of the organizational structure was entered into the
program and entitlements were conferred on employees. Next chosen documents
connected with individual areas were enforced. They traced, in what way they are
implemented, looked through, supplemented and approved.
3. PRESENTATION OF THE JUDGED PROGRAM

Program NND Integrum is built from modules, so the user has a possibility of
using this part which is matching his expectations. Modules have a similar appearance, a window-bookmark arrangement as well as a uniform manner of the service.
The customer is deciding what modules he wants to purchase and to use. Also a
possibility of the modernization of the application for individual elements carried
out to specific needs of the user exists. The flexible system of entitlements is integrated with an organization chart. It allows to the access only to these parts which
the user can examine or to edit. The access to the application is possible both
through the Internet as well as the Intranet, leaning against the central database [8].
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Three main modules of the program were analyzed.
Module 1 (NND 9000) constitutes the hard core of the program. In it individual workstations are being implemented along with their description. The description allows for putting basic details about the employee, contact data, but first of all
entitlements . Entitlements concern using the program, i.e. the access to individual
bookmarks, edition of documents, approving them etc. Every workstation is fastened in the hierarchy of the organizational structure what allows for automatic
sending the message to employees of the entire department [8].
The module enables also to register documents by authorized persons. The
registration of the document consists in determining his name, the kind, the status
and targets of individual activities (inspection, opinion, approving). It is possible to
review every document in the appropriate bookmark and to add the opinion directly
at the given document. Only after approving by authorized persons, the document
is becoming in force. A code of the document is also being given what more late
searching is facilitating. Distribution of the document to the right persons is held
automatically (on the basis of allotted entitlements). An also full control over versions exists of document, versions out of date are in an archive. The list of changes
is being generated automatically. Documents are accessible exclusively for authorized persons. All authorized employees are working with documentation being in
effect. Letters of reminder for the periodic review of the document are reminding
for needs to update documents. Employees automatically are being notified of
every amendment to documentation. The time of reaching for the relevant document is far shorter than in a traditional paper pattern.
Module 2 (NND Audit) is aiding the audits management. The module enables
to plan and to carry audits. It contains audits schedules which are creating automatically, with the option of their edition. Every user has an access to data in
frames of his entitlements. A checklist containing a set of questions to the specific
process, the organizational cell or other scope as well as a responsibility and entitlements of individual persons are being created. At audits planning there is useful
repeatable data. It is possible to choose them from the list of choice (internal auditors, purposes of audits and audits questions). Filling in a form is taking place in a
very short time, is running without no obstacles. To the sheet it is possible to attach
processes, functions, persons and connected documents [8].
The module enables the conduct audit, writing down reply, evidence, resulting
motions from audit in the form electronic and of enclosing receipts in the form of
files (of photographs, scans, documents). Results from conducted audits are being
reported by authorised persons into the program. Letters of reminder remind the
interested persons of the necessity of action as a result of audit. The creator enables
independent creating reports. It enables also to conduct analysis of audits results.
Results from every audits are being collected in one database.
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Module 3 (NND Claims) is regarding supervising the nonconformities [8]. This
documenting such areas includes as:
− existing nonconformities and repair operations,
− existing customer complaints and repair operations,
− corrective action,
− preventive action.
Documenting internal and outside nonconformities is similar to oneself.
Firstly they are reporting nonconformity by determining the description, the kind,
the reporting person and data of the event. To the form it is possible to connect
attachments with evidence of the nonconformity. Next the authorized person is
describing repair operations and person responsible for it.
Documenting preventive and corrective actions is similar to oneself. The difference is that corrective action must have connecting with the existing nonconformity. However preventive action is being started independently. Firstly action is
being registered. It consists in determining the kind, the type and the description of
action. Describing the reason for the nonconformity isn't compulsory. It can
threaten the credibility and the accuracy of action. To the form it is possible to
connect attachments. Activities associated with corrective / preventive action are
determined in one of windows. It is also settling responsible and date of finishing
for action. It seems that reliable supervising action is here impossible. Determining
the activity generally doesn't allow for accounting for individual tasks. They can be
carried out by a few persons. The responsibility for it is shared. It is possibility
lacking notifying of completing action by persons responsible for it. Reports of
conducted corrective and preventive action are available for authorized persons.
Nonconformities, action and customer complaints can be searched. The creator of
reports enables independent building registers, statistics and data analyses. Taken
action and their effectiveness are subject to an evaluation.
4. EVALUATION OF THE USEFULNESS OF THE JUDGED PROGRAM

NND Integrum is making the work easier in the running and the supervision
above documentation and records, conducting and planning internal audits, customer complaints, of internal nonconformities, preventive and corrective action.
All modules individually are being adapted by the producer.
The program has a lot of abilities. To most important from it are:
−
efficient supervising documentation and records (templates for forms in one
place, accessible to interested employees),
−
simple making the revision of documentation, almost in the form of one
clicking (eliminating a huge amount of printouts, needs to withdraw versions
out of date),
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−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

planning and preparing audits based on ready templates (assigning documents, records and positions for individual processes),
supervising the audits course practically from behind the desk,
automatic drafting reports on the basis of remarks written down systematically in the route audit,
forcing into taking appropriate action in case of stated nonconformity / customer complaint,
sending a reminder to not-complemented activities,
individual fitting the content of forms – it is possible to exclude some fields
recognized unnecessary; they are invisible for supplementing,
controlling implemented amendments to documents (the exactly specified
name of the user, the name of the event, the date and the exact hour),
control over versions of documentation,
cooperation between modules of the program, e.g. documents, processes,
enforcing new documents and the possibility of already existing alterations,
conferring entitlements on individual employees by the administrator.

They can be included in weak points of implementing the electronic supervision of documentation and records:
−
need to equip auditors into the portable computers connected with the company network (otherwise auditors will be print lists of questions, and then
copy annotations to the system),
−
cooperating of the application with the browser Internet Explorer (it can
constitute the problem for the enterprise working in other system or preferring other browser),
−
impractical tool for the architecture of processes (at present available office
programs allow for much straighter showing the relation between processes –
text connected with elements of the scheme),
−
exaggerated focusing the attention on keeping up with the path of proceedings with cost of the being of very action (e.g. at specifying corrective action
they aren't forcing into establishing the reasons, determining essential activities or guidelines for the accomplishment).
After identifying functional possibilities of the chosen computer tool, it stayed
a conclusion put forward that this program constitutes the favorable solution for the
interested enterprise. Leading him will enable persons responsible for individual
activities to streamline the work on the rung of the management.
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5. CONCLUSION

In the quality management system a control of systems documentation is one
of duties. In the small enterprise which rarely takes turns, it doesn't require major
effort. With more difficulty it is taking place in large enterprises. Large amounts of
processes, employees and changes are extorting constant supplementing documentation. There it follows a need of computer aiding.
Documentation in the computer system is always tidied up and transparent. It
is available in individual folders. Through it the user in the any place and the time
has an access to documents it being interested in him. A reliable security against
amendments to disclosed documents exists. Moreover all printouts are supervised.
Programs are streamlining the information exchange between employees and
hence are supporting the team work. They are increasing the safety and the supervision of the essential information for the effective functioning of the organization.
Electronic supervising documentation much is reducing costs of storing paper
documentation. Standards of documentation are defined. They are facilitating the
edition of documents for recruits.
The judged program is a practical and convenient tool streamlining the work in
the supervision of documentation and records in the enterprise. It is also useful at
supervising the nonconformity, for running audits and for taking improving action.
Result of the attempt to use the program is supporting implementing him in
company. Specified weak points of the program can help with his further improving.
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LOGISTICS PROCESSES IN THE CEREALS PROCESSING
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Abstract. Companies from the agribusiness sector, including these dealing
with the processing of cereals are still insufficiently recognized in terms of
logistics solutions. The paper examined the various functional areas of logistics in these enterprises. The level and the range of solutions supporting logistics processes varied. Identified factors are affecting the level of logistics.
In the research the level of IT applications in the management of logistic activities was also specified.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, logistics is increasingly important. The possibility of managing
the flow of cargo with “one hand” allows shortening of the time from production to
the delivery of product to its final recipient [1]. Thus, logistics is about managing
problems related to integration of the aspects of logistics processes, which are
measured by units of time and space. Logistics allows overcoming time and space
in the flow of goods [2].
Logistics stays in numerous relations with many functional areas such as production, marketing, accounting. Among the most important actions performed
within the framework of logistics there are relocation and transport, warehousing
and storage, packaging, materials manipulation, controls of stock, execution of
orders, demand forecast, customer service, location of facilities and warehouses,
collecting and removal of wastes [3].
The process can be defined as a number of interconnected actions aimed at
achieving a specific goal. A process is defined as a logistics process, if the distribution, status and flow of its constituents require coordination with other processes
owing to the criteria of location, time, costs and efficiency of fulfilling the paramount objectives of the organization. The literature of the subject often separates
logistics processes on the basis of a functional division of an organization’s activity

areas (procurement, production, distribution). The process oriented approach in the
scope of logistics focuses on coordination and, simultaneously, on the integration
(uniting) functions and the units performing certain actions within an enterprise [4].
The main constituents of logistics processes have been presented in figure 1. The
primary goal of logistics processes is to provide proper efficiency of the flow or
proper customer service with minimum costs [5].
Information and decision processes
Goods stock keeping

Logistics

Phisical flow of goods

Logistics costs

Logistics infrastructure

Figure 1. Main elements of logistic processes.
Source: own elaboration on base on [5].

Apart from the flow effectiveness, the costs of the applied solutions are a very
important element of assessment regarding logistics in an enterprise. One pursues
finding an economic balance between the outlays on an efficient service of the
stream of materials and service quality [6]. Attention should be also paid to the fact
that the costs of logistics are of growing importance within the costs incurred by
enterprises. Except the customer service level, their height depends also on the
competition on the market. Among the particular cost types there are strong substitution dependencies [7]. In 2008, the costs of logistics increased by 20 % in comparison to 2003. The reason for such situation was an increase in the costs related
to escalated recipients’ requirements. The reduction of expenditure in supply
chains did not bring much effect [8].
The agricultural business sector has not been examined yet as concerns solutions in logistics. So far, commercial and service enterprises or international concerns have been more interested in logistics. In today’s economy it became a vital
element of every enterprise’s activities, including those belonging to the agricultural business sector [9]. Grain processing is one of the branches of agricultural
business. On the turn of the 20th and the 21st century, in the Polish grain and flourmilling market, strong concentration processes were observed. As a result of competition, small enterprises went bankrupt and large companies underwent a significant internal growth. In line with these events there were acquisitions and mergers
created by concerns. These processes contributed to greater consolidation of the
grain processing sector [10].
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2. METHODS OF RESEARCH

The objective of the paper was to identify the solutions supporting logistics
processes in grain processing enterprises. The data was gathered based on a poll
based research carried out from December 2009 to March 2010. The questionnaires
were sent to all the enterprises amongst small, medium-sized and large enterprises
operating in the food processing sector, which were found in the Companies Registration Office (REGON). In total, there were 8,498 questionnaires send. 428 replies were obtained (5.04%). The data for the present paper was used without its
processing. The analyses did not take into account the records with no data. Among
the examined grain processing enterprises there were 13 micro enterprises (up to 9
employees), 15 small enterprises (up to 49 employees) and 9 medium-sized enterprises (respectively, up to 249 employees and more).
3. RESULTS

Micro and small enterprises dealing with grain processing did not have a separated department or a person who would handle logistics (fig. 2). Such organizational unit was, however, separated in 75% of middle-sized and large enterprises.
Thus, the scale of activity influenced the organization of logistics in enterprises.
The level of logistics organization in the particular areas of the grain processing
enterprises was low (fig. 3). A separate department or a person dealing with logistics was found in 36% of enterprises, stock and warehouse: 23%, information:
13%, and packaging: 3%. Among medium-sized and large enterprises, 38% had
separate departments within the areas. A smaller percentage was found in micro
enterprises (15%), and the smallest one in small enterprises (4%).
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100,0
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Figure 2. Organization of logistics on researched enterprises.
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Figure 3. Areas of logistics activity with the separate organizational departments.

Most often, the costs recording was applied by the grain processing enterprises
in the area of warehouse economy (fig. 4). Only 14% of entities recorded costs in the
area of transport and packaging. Recording in the field of IT was not applied. 20% of
micro enterprises maintained a register of costs as well as 13% of medium-sized and
large entities and 3% of small ones. Few businesses defined their level of logistics
costs as very high (fig. 5). In principle, the logistics costs were defined as very small
(1-4% in the total costs), small (5-9%) or high (10-14%).
25%

23,8%

20%
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Figure 4. The areas of logistic with separate costs evidence.
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Figure 5. The level of cost of logistic activities in enterprises.
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In the majority of businesses, stock was recorded in writing (fig. 6). Only
30% maintained electronic records and 9% had electronic automatic records. In
every enterprise, an important aspect of stock management is to defined the margin
of safety. In most entities, this margin was set intuitively, on the basis of their employees’ experience (fig. 7). In every third enterprise covered by the poll an analysis of demand was carried out. In every fifth, no safety margin was set. In the case
of finished goods stock, employees also based their work on intuition (fig. 8). The
analysis of changes in demand was applied often, while other methods were used
rather rarely. Few enterprises set their stock at the predefined level.
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60%
40%

29,4%
20%
8,8%
0%
on pa per

electronically
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Figure 6. Methods of stock records.
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Figure 7. Methods of calculation of safety stock level.
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Figure 8. Methods of calculation the level of finished goods.
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Figure 9. Sources of information about the planned consumption of raw material and
demand for the finished goods.

Enterprises did not use many sources to prepare their plans of procurement
regarding raw materials and demand of finished goods (fig. 9). In principle, they
were producing when the raw material was available or when an order was placed.
If every, they used archive data from the company and papers describing the grain
market. Only micro enterprises did not make forecast.
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40%

34,3%

30%
20%
10%
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8,6%

rather no

difinitely not

0%
definitely yes

r ather yes

Figure 10. Sufficiency of warehouses in the scope of functionality.

Regarding the types of activity, grain processing enterprises should have
an appropriate warehouse base. In most of the cases, the examined companies were
self-sufficient in the scope of the warehouse surface and the functionality of warehouses related to the receipt, storage, completing and giving out goods (fig. 10
and fig. 11).
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Figure 11. Sufficiency of storage space in warehouses.

In the transport field, most of the enterprises transported goods by their own
means (fig. 12). Only one company, which was one of medium-sized companies as
concerns employment, used only external transportation. Large enterprises used
mainly their own transport. Apart from their own transportation, small and micro
enterprises also combined their own and external transport means. Forwarding
services were used to a small extent in the shipping process organization (fig. 13).
Usually, businesses preferred own transportation (without transport services 51%),
or just provision of only transport services.
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Figure 12. Share of own an external transport services.
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Figure 13. The scope of external transport servives.
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In every enterprise, information is very important and accompanies should
process it too. In the case of grain processing enterprises, most of them did not
have one IT system to support their comprehensive logistics (fig. 14). Chiefly, this
situation was related to small companies. It systems were applied in all areas of
logistics (fig. 15). Most often, they facilitated work in the warehouse, transport,
further, management of stock and orders. The smallest support covered the area of
packaging management. In the case of medium-sized and large business, the percentage of companies applying IT support in logistics was at a higher level than in
small and micro enterprises.
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Figure 14. The share of enterprises with dedicated IT solutions for logistics.
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Figure 15. Areas of logistic activities supported by IT system.
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Figure 16. Techniques of communication between logistic partners of enterprises.

Numerous forms were used with regard to the information transfer (fig. 16).
Most often, telephone, direct contact, fax, email and paper were used to this end.
The simplest forms of transfer (verbal, by telephone and by fax) were used in the
small scale enterprises. Similar percentage of medium-sized and large companies
used all the methods.
4. CONCLUSION

The scope of the applied solutions supporting logistics processes in grain
processing enterprises was diversified. In spite of the consolidation processes, there
were always entities with different scales of operations in the market. In principle,
the larger an enterprise, the more advanced logistics solutions were applied.
Amongst the most important areas supported by logistics there are transport
and warehousing. The scope of logistics costs recording was minor and it concerned mostly warehouse economy. In most of the companies, the costs of logistics
constituted a small share of the total enterprise costs.
The stock recording was made in writing, less frequently in an electronic
form. As concerns setting the safety margin, or the margin of finished goods, one
used mainly the knowledge and experience of employees. Demand analysis were
applied to a smaller extent.
Owing to the type of the conducted activity, the enterprises were self-sufficient with regard to the surface of warehouse and their functionality. Most of the
companies performed transport by their own means. Thus, in most cases transport
services were not used and if they were used, it concerned only shipping services.
Small scale companies use IT to support their logistics to a small degree. As a
rule, large enterprises had one comprehensive IT system. It support was related to
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all areas of logistics, packaging – to the smallest extent. Numerous forms of information transfer were used – telephone, direct contact and fax being the most popular ones.
Research granted by Ministry of Science and Higher Education from the funds for
science in years 2009-2012 as a scientific project no N N112 049637 “Procesy
logistyczne w funkcjonowaniu przedsiębiorstw przetwórstwa rolno-spożywczego”.
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Abstract. The Life&Science branch is one of the most innovative branches
in developed countries’ industry. One of the most important innovation tools
in this branch is the IT systems. Information systems usage by producers
from the “Life&Science” branch must be mandatorily validated. Implementation of IT systems validation is crucial according to Polish, European and
American law requirements. Most common IT systems implementation
methodics do not provide for the specific character of ERP implementation,
which mandatorily require the validation process. The cycle of Management
Information Systems production in the “Life & Science” branch is different
than in other branches. Incorrectly selected methodics for ERP implementation lead to a validation cost increase and problems in usage of ERP in its life
cycle. In this article, the author would like to present the most important issues in the methodics of ERP implementation which must be mandatorily
validated in “Life & Science” branches. The properly selected methodics in
this class of implementation is a key factor, not only for the project’s success
but first of all for the safe production in accordance with quality management
systems.
Keywords. ERP, methodics, implementation, validation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Life&Science branch is one of the most innovative branches in developed
countries’ industry. The “Life&Science” branch includes enterprises that specialise
in pharmacology, cosmetology and biotechnologies. At present there are about 800
productive enterprises in the “Life&Science” branch in Poland. They are both
SMEs and Polish subsidiaries of international corporations. The Life&Science
branch is characterized by high level of scientific knowledge absorption as well as
patent and innovation usage. The wide IT systems implementation shows the
highly innovative character of this branch, both in a processive and in a productive
sense. Therefore expenditure on the implementation of innovative IT projects is

higher in this branch compared to other branches. ERP class systems are crucial IT
systems supporting management in productive enterprises in the “Life&Science”
branch. ERP systems in modern “Life&Science” productive enterprises are expected to:
• Ensure flexibility in the selection of informative – decisive user units in a
dynamically changing internal and external enterprise environment.
• Possess various business process models, especially in the area: supply
chain management, warehouse management system, production management, advanced lot of row materials management, advanced lot of products
management, advanced lot of half-finished products management, barcodes management and quality management.
• Provide the possibility to adjust systems in accordance with legal requirements and current good practices in business.
• Ensure system validation prospectively and retrospectively.
A key condition concerning ERP class IT systems in the “Life&Science”
branch productive enterprises is obligatory validation. ERP system validation is
process that leads to confirming a productive system’s capability to complete process repeatedly and in accordance with defined criteria. According to current legal
requirements every “Life&Science” branch productive enterprise is obliged to ensure validation productive machines, IT systems and laboratory devices that are
critical to production safety. The classical methodics for ERP systems implementation do not follow the specificity of introducing systems that do not require obligatory validation. The life cycle of ERP systems implementation in the
“Life&Science” is different to other branches. The goal of this article is to present
the methodics of implementing ERP systems in the “Life&Science” branch productive enterprises, with stress on:
• The influence of the validation process on ERP systems implementation.
• The influence of validation requirements on the selection ERP systems and
implementation partners completing the project.
2. THE VALIDATION OF ERP SYSTEMS

The validation of IT systems and industrial automation is a requirement included in Polish, European and American legal regulations. According to a Ministry of Health Ordinance on the 3 December 2002 concerning Good Manufacturing
Practice requirements validation is defined as an activity aimed at ensuring in a
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documented way and in accordance with Good Manufacturing Practice principles
that procedures, processes, devices, materials, activities and systems actually lead
to the designed results. IT systems’ validation should concern only these systems
and in the scope of their critical importance, ensure that they comply with quality
standards and consequently ensure health and safety of commercial end customers.
The validation process is not linked to an IT system’s status but with its purpose
and a system’s impact on the process of a finished product’s manufacture. We can
discern two types of IT system validation [1]:
Prospective validation. Performed before launching routine production of
pharmaceutical drugs destined for sale. In this case validation process can progress
simultaneously with IT systems implementation.
Retrospective validation. In the manufacturing process of a product available for purchase validation is implemented on the basis of collected historical
data concerning production, testing and series control. In this case validation process is performed following IT system implementation.
Computer systems used in pharmaceutical industry, cosmetic industry and
sometimes food industry in areas regulated by Good Manufacturing Practice are
complex both on the stage of design, installation and usage. In the manufacturing
process productive machines, industrial automation and software cooperate with
each other in a strictly planned manner. An American agency (FDA)[3] introduced
the notion known as a system’s “life cycle” in order to enhance our understanding
of the employed systems’ connections and relations network. At present, there are
several models of a system’s life cycle. The most popular models are circular models presented by PDA and the “V” model presented by the GAMP Forum. We have
to consider a designed ERP class IT model in every phase of its life cycle in three
aspects:
• System as an actual creation of a programmer or engineer commissioned
by a user for a specific process, implementation of defined tasks.
• System’s description defining manner of process implementation, system’s architecture, service method.
• Documentation ensuring system’s compliance with descriptive documentation.
According to the definition of validation this process should confirm system’s
capability to complete processes in a repeatable manner and in accordance with
defined criteria. Understanding of this notion by a provider and IT and administrative services is the key condition in effective validation implementation. An impor-
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tant characteristic of IT systems is their reciprocal and balanced development and
validation. Pushing IT systems implementation and assuming that documentation
and validation can be completed retrospectively at a later stage is very ineffective.
It needs to be stressed that ERP system validation is part of a coherent validation
structure, the so-called Master Plan Validation both for software and equipment.
Inappropriate manner of IT system validation generates costs disproportionate to
the obtained effects. In case of prospective validation the problem is to link the IT
system implementation methodics with suitably designed methodics of systems
validation in an appropriate manner.
In case of retrospective validation the problem is to design and implement
recommendation resulting from IT system validation. Recommendation consists in
a set of tasks (e.g. tests, performing system regulation, preparing documentation)
that have to be completed before determining that a system is validated. Prospective or retrospective validation supporting IT systems in enterprises from the
„Life&Science” branch is very laborious. In case of retrospective validation creating or recreating documentation, procedures, completing tests and designing reparation procedures present considerable costs to an enterprise. Well-managed validation strains a total IT system implementation budget with 4-7% of total costs, while
ill-managed validation amount to between 20-30% of total costs. In Poland, the
total cost of computer purchases and license purchases inclusive of ERP class IT
system implementation service in a „Life&Science” branch SME amounts to about
1 000 000 PLZ. Thus the validation cost of a chosen functional system in an ERP
system implementation project can amount to between 70 000 PLZ and 300 000
PLZ. It’s worth underlining that ERP system is one of many different IT systems
that require validation. Such a noticeable difference in the cost of validation project results from the following factors:
• Inappropriate choice of methodics for completing an ERP system implementation project: methodics that does not comply with validation requirements.
• Lack of knowledge concerning implementing IT systems projects in productive enterprises in the “Life&Science” branch.
• Lack of knowledge concerning implementing IT systems projects in IT
companies.
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3. CRITERIA OF ERP SELECTION AND IMPLEMENTATION PARTNER
SELECTION

A key condition of the ERP implementation in “Life&Science” enterprises is
their obligatory validation. This requirement directly determines:
• Criteria of ERP system selection.
• Criteria of implementation partner selection.
Selecting an ERP system that is going to be implemented and then validated
as well as selecting an implementation partner has to be treated as a separate organisational project preceding an ERP system implementation. It is far more complicated and laborious than for parallel projects in other branches. Numerous ERP
system presentations, referential visits and interviews with consultants that will
take part in the project or even preliminary functional analyses aimed at identifying
a detailed scope of the project are common practice in ERP system selection. In the
„Life&Science” branch selecting a final partner responsible for an ERP system
implementation and validation preparation is often preceded by an additional auditing of the partner’s enterprise. It is recommended by IT system implementation
methodics in the „Life&Science” branch enterprises known as GAMP 4.0. An audit is aimed at confirming a supplier’s information concerning the project’s implementation methodics, project group’s competence, potential and means of ensuring
quality. The audit’s report is the basis of running a risk analysis for selecting a
specific supplier. The table no. 1 presents important ERP system selection criteria
and implementation partner selection criteria. While selecting ERP software we
should pay close attention to the verification of system’s functionalities that will be
subject to validation. Standard ERP systems are often increasingly supplemented
with additional functionalities dedicated to the “Life&Science” branch, the socalled vertical solutions. These solutions are designed by ERP software producers
or software companies that closely cooperate with ERP software producers. Selection of an ERP system for a “Life&Science” branch enterprise will give us two
alternatives: either adapting a standard ERP system that aligns with our client’s
functional requirement or purchasing a standard ERP system inclusive of a vertical
solution designed for the „Life&Science” branch. We need to underline that both
types of solutions are attractive to the „Life&Science” branch enterprises and correspond to their needs.
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Table 1. Criteria of ERP selection and implementation partner selection.
1.

Criteria of ERP systems selection
Ensuring required specialized functionalities enabling servicing of business process
that will be subjected to validation, e.g.
• Possibility of completing pick-up
process and warehouse release process
using the First Expire First Out
method.
• Warehouse management system has to
ensure the so-called “traceability”: the
possibility to fully monitor the history
of raw materials, materials, wares and
products from the moment of entry to
the warehouse, through production cycle to product to product release including information on who subsequently received the product. This
functionality is crucial when it is necessary to identify raw materials that
are used as ingredients of a drug that
has to be withdrawn from the market.
In this case the traceability functionality enables us to associate a required
batch of contaminated drugs with raw
materials batches that have been used
in the drugs production.
• Managing the batch of product status
in a quality control context. A System
on the basis of defined statuses, should
manage the raw materials’ and halffinished products’ flow within warehouse structure.
• Managing access right and possibility
to monitor modifications of specific
records in ERP system database.
2. Architecture enabling ERP system integration with other IT systems of industrial automation e.g. scales. This
type of interface responsible for integration should be validable if required.
3. The possibility of validating an ERP
system within a defined range.
4. The possibility of further ERP system
developments in accordance with validation allowing low cost system maintenance, the so-called TCO (Total Cost
of Ownership)

Criteria of implementation partner selection
1. Competence of implementation partner in
terms of implemented functionalities complying with validation requirements.
2. An implementation partner must have access
to a group of consultants who have knowledge and documented experience in completing similar ERP implementation projects.
3. Organisational structure of project should
ensure knowledge transfer concerning an
ERP system’s functionality from an implementation enterprise to key system users.
4. A partner should complete an implementation project in accordance with ERP system
implementation methodics concerning validation conditioning both prospective and
retrospective. Methodics should includes
e.g.
• Dividing the whole implementation
process into task that should be precisely defined.
• Full documentation that has to be completed during project’s implementation,
e.g. tests script used in acceptance testing.
• Verification procedures concerning
user requirements specification completion.
• Adjusting procedures and approval
procedures for functional specification
and user requirement specification.
• Procedures for creating and testing parameters setting.
• Procedures for creating and reviewing
source code in case of programming.
• Procedures for testing software and its
documentary evidence.
• Reporting procedures concerning error
and discordance elimination in created
software.
• Software version control procedures.
• Procedures concerning enhancing functional changes during project implementation.

Source: Own study.
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4. METHODICS OF ERP IMPLEMENTATION

Implementing an integrated ERP class system is a complicated project. As far
as the level of complexity, implementation period and financial budget are concerned, it is one of the biggest IT investments for an enterprise. The ERP system
implementation period in an SME productive enterprise from the “Life&Science”
branch employing 200 – 300 people differs between 8 and 18 months. This type of
project usually requires employing about 3-4 consultants and programmers by the
implementation partner and parallel number of key system users by an implementing enterprise. In Poland, this type of project is realised on the basis of fixed budgets. In Europe and USA this type of project is implemented on basis of flexible
budgets adjusted to changing project requirements. The cost of ERP system implementation in the “Life&Science” branch is usually higher than parallel implementation project in the other branches. Every producer offering their ERP system
recommends defined methodics, e.g. SureStep methodics for Dynamics Nav or
Dynamics AX systems offered by Microsoft or ASAP methodics for SAP system.
In ERP system implementation project, apart from methodics recommended by
different producers, we can distinguish the following tasks: opening meeting, often
called implementation planning session, technological project, key users’ training
within ERP system functionality range, functional analysis, system parameterising
and programming, preliminary tests and system tuning, data migration, designing
user manual and project documentation, acceptance tests, training final users, system launching and post-implementation support. It needs to be stressed that implementing an ERP system is first of all an organisational project, not an IT project.
Since this decision has a strategic importance for an enterprise, it requires selfevaluation, analysis and thorough change of business processes. Standard methodics are not designed for specific requirements of the “Life&Science” branch enterprises. The GAMP manual presents an IT system life cycle in reference to its validation used in the “Life&Science“ branch enterprises. The “V” model is a standard
process model [2].
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Process Qualification PQ

User Requirments
Specification URS
Functional Specification FS

Operational Qualification OQ

Design Specification DS

Installation Qualification DS
Computer system design

Figure 1. Life cycle of the “V” computer system in reference to its validation according to the GAMP manual. Source: ISPE Good automated manufacturing practice guide
for validation of automated systems.

The system under-construction and then operation moves across the “V” line
starting from the top left corner to the top right corner of the line. We need to underline to underline that this is a standard IT system life cycle and it has to be
adapted to the ERP class IT system requirements. Important general rules [1] of
practical “V” model usage are:
• Documents in the left and right corners of the letter “V” have to be mutually coherent.
• User’s requirement specification and relative functional specification as
well as design specification should be determined by one system.
• The constructed system has to correspond with design specification.
• Documents and relative tests placed in the right corner of the letter “V”
must test all the specified system parameters.
• All the documents and requirements presented in the documents have to
comply with legal regulation for Good Production Practice.
In order to efficiently implement an ERP system in the “Life&Science”
branch, the project has to be realised on the basis of specifically designed methodics that comply with validation requirements. A modified system life cycle “V”
that adapts to specific ERP system requirements is most broadly used. Table 2 presents and characterises stages of system life cycle according to the “V” model with
references to parallel ERP system implementation project tasks. Presented methodics enable to complete prospective validation. An important step in system validation is creating a detailed validation plan for an ERP system that is going to be
implemented. This plan has to comply with the Main Validation Plan in a
“Life&Science” enterprise.
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Table 2. ERP system implementation methodics in a „Life&Science” branch enterprise.
Tasks in an
ERP implementation
project
Defining ERP
system implementation
contract
details i.e.
implementation range
and implementation
budget
Signing an
ERP system
implementation agreement in a
„Life&Scienc
e” branch
enterprise.
Opening
meeting, the
so-called
Implementation Planning
Session

Steps
according
to the
V model
User Requirements
Specification (URS).

Training key
users in range
of ERP system functionalities.

(URS –
User Requirements
Specification).

Functional
analysis

(URS –
User Requirements
Specification).
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Comments
Detailed identification of an ERP system implementation range vs.
system’s validation range Defining a business process master list that
is critical in reference to ERP system validation. Identifying detailed
number and range of processes implemented and then validated in
ERP system will enable us to precisely define implementation
budget and validation budget.

Signing an agreement can take place after a thorough analysis of a
selected ERP system and implementation partner. It is important to
conduct an audit of the implementation partner. According to the
GAMP 4.0 manual it is crucial in case of ERP class systems.

User Requirements
Specification (URS).

Meeting of the whole project group on the implementation partner
side and client’s side aimed at discussing and defining:
• A detailed project realisation schedule
• Notions that will be used in project’s realisation
• Project’s organisational structure
• Detailed implementation methodics
• Project and quality management procedures
• Project documentation
Training key users within the range of ERP system functionalities.
Training must be completed with documentation containing detailed
range of trainings, knowledge transfer methods and training’s organisation. Key users acquainted with the basics of ERP system
functioning will realise project tasks included in functional analysis
more efficiently.
The basis of launching a validation cycle possesses a detailed specification of user’s requirements, the so-called URS that contained
detailed requirements for every process included in the business
process master list. In the first stage „Life&Science” branch specialists create a preliminary URS version. In the second stage, following
selection of the ERP system supplier, the team should create a final
URS version. Developed and approved URS is a key computer
system’s specification and should be included in an annex to an ERP
system implementation contract. On the basis of URS, within functional analysis realisation, we should develop:
• ERP Functional Specification
• ERP System Design Specification

Functional
analysis

(FS - Functional specification)

Functional
analysis

Design
Specification

System parameterising
and programming

ERP system
design

Preliminary
tests and
system adjusting

ERP system
design

Data migration

ERP system
design

Final design
of user manuals and project documentation

ERP system
design

Functional specification defines the manner in which processes
defined in the URS stage will be operated by an ERP system. Functional specification should include:
• Description of functions completed by the system.
• Algorithms of functions completed by the system.
• Flow of documents completed by the systems as part of
separate processes
• User’s interface description within the range of completed
functions for separate processes
• Methods of compiling, processing and archiving data
• Description of problems concerning data protection e.g.
users’ access rights template.
System design specification defines what requirements should be
fulfilled in regard to:
• Reconstructing specifications for ERP software and devices cooperating with ERP
• User manuals concerning ERP.
• Operating procedures for ERP system installation, environment reconstruction and data back-up.
• Training service for situations concerning data protection
and emergency procedures.
• Correct installation of system software and application
software cooperating with ERP.
• Software license, installation versions, back-up copies.
• Power supply protection for critical devices cooperating
with ERP.
Realisation of this task includes the following activities:
• ERP system parameterising, e.g. warehouse routing.
• ERP system software, e.g. invoice printing software or
goods dispatched notes/ goods received notes software.
• Interface programming between an ERP system and other
IT systems, e.g. scaling system.
Preliminary tests will be completed together i.e. both by key system
users and by key consultants. Preliminary tests have to be conducted
on the basis of scripts prepared beforehand. In case of differences
between system settings and requirements’ definition in functional
system analysis, the system is subject to adjusting regulation. Error
elimination on the earliest stage of system design saves time dedicated both to project implementation and formal validation.
Data migration task includes the following activities:
• Preparing data migration tools
• Migration data cleansing
• Converting data to ERP system
• Completing a data migration report
Final design, completion and verification of project documentation i.e.
• System management procedures description (system
manuals)
• User manual.
• Data migration completion report.
• Training completion report.
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System acceptance test

Installation
qualification

System acceptance test.

Operating
Qualification

Training final
users.

Propagation
of awareness concerning the
used tools
amongst the
employees.
System
validation
and launching

System
launching
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Installation qualification is aimed at verifying a configured ERP
system in regard to requirements included in the design specification. This task requires completion of acceptance tests and completed documentation’s verification within the range of:
• Reconstructing specifications for ERP software and devices cooperating with ERP
• User manual linked to ERP.
• ERP system installation operating procedures, environment
reconstruction and data back-up.
• Training service for situations concerning data protection
and emergency procedures.
• Correct installation of system software and application
software cooperating with ERP.
• Software license, installation versions, back-up copies.
• Power supply protection for critical devices cooperating
with ERP. Any possible errors detected on the qualification stage should be corrected.
Operating qualification is aimed at verifying a configured ERP
system in regard to requirements included in functional specification.
This task requires completion of acceptance tests and completed
documentation’s verification within the range of:
¾ Operating business processes in ERP system.
¾ Flow of documents in ERP system.
¾ Precision of calculations and algorithms for threshold detection and event detection
¾ Generating reports and printouts/ hard copies.
¾ Access to data records, modifications and copies in ERP
system.
¾ Data transferred to other computerised systems.
¾ Work logs and system logs (audit trail)
Any possible errors detected on the qualification stage should be
corrected.
Training end users can be undertaken by the implementation partner
or by key users from the implementing company. Trainings are
aimed at transferring practical knowledge concerning system’s functioning.

A system has to be validated before being put into operation. Validation report should be compiled after completion of all the testes
included in the validation plan. The decision to launch a system
should be preceded by a risk analysis for the system put into operation. The safety of clients using our products has a superior value.
Risk analysis can indicate in what technological and functional areas
system failure may occur. Risk analysis is based on tests results,
opinions of key users from specific departments and opinions of
independent experts. On the basis of this prepared risk analysis
report and validation report we can prepare a report approving a
system for operation in productive environment.

Postimplementation support

System
usage

System acceptance test

Performance Qualification

After validation completion, an ERP system starts the phase of exploitation. In case of ERP systems it usually lasts for about 4-6 years
and system functions without any significant upgrade. The GAMP
manual recommends procedures that enhance a system’s stability
and development. Creating such procedures is a responsibility of an
ERP system user.
Performance qualification is aimed at verifying if an ERP system
functions steadily, in accordance with approved specifications and
procedures. Processing qualification is completed at a defined time
after formal launching of an ERP system.

Source: own study.

In the course of an ERP system validation we gain knowledge on the solution
under construction both in the IT, organisational and functional context. This
knowledge is formally compiled in detailed validation reports. The following
documentation should be completed in the course of ERP system validation [4]:
• Documentation concerning implementation system selection, partner selection.
• Documentation concerning URS, FS and DS completion.
• Tests’ recapitulation containing tests’ effects description inclusive of defining whether their result was positive, whether any errors were detected and
the type of detected errors.
• Training materials that constituted basis for training both for end and key
users.
• Materials concerning data migration.
• Procedures concerning specific business processes service, the so-called
SOP, designed in ERP system.
• Procedures concerning specific business processes’ service, the so-called
SOP, concerning ERP system administration.
The GAMP manual presents patterns that are suitable both for documentation and
procedures necessary in the exploitation of computerised systems. It is important to
adapt these recommendations to the functioning of the specific ERP systems that
we use.
5. CONCLUSION

The right choice of ERP class system implementation methodics in productive
enterprises from the “Life&Science” branch is one of the key factors for the project’s success. At present enterprises offering ERP systems or vertical solutions
dedicated to the “Life&Science” branch adapt IT system life cycle based on the
“V” model according to the GAMP 4.0 standard. Thus constructed methodics link
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both functional specificity, ERP system technological specificity and requirements
concerning the “V” model. It is important for an ERP system receiver to understand how the project will be completed, therefore an ERP solution supplier should
fully present recommended implementation methodics before launching the implementation. The client has to understand the effective causal links between successive implementation and validation tasks. Recommended methodics should not
be treated as a dogma. Methodics should comply with an enterprise’s specificity,
especially in regard to the structure organisation of an ERP implementation project.
It is important for the client to be able to present their remarks and suggestions
concerning a proposed implementation conception so that it aligns with the requirements of an enterprise implementing an ERP system.
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Abstract. The problem discussed in the article is very rarely depicted in literature and scientific publications in the form of articles, even in magazines.
The rationale for this is certainly a small number of customers - farmers, concerned about how to implement computer support on their farms. The conducted observation and analysis shows that the topic-interested farmers are
engaged in specialized, large, private farms, farmers and farmers gathered in
groups of agricultural producers. The aim of the publication of the article is,
inter alia, review and analysis of computer programs available on Polish
market and dedicated to representatives of farming. The article presents the
results of the author’s research, depicting the use of computerized methods
and farm management techniques. The inference included in the article applies both to computer-aided management of individual farm and groups of
agricultural producers.
Keywords. Agriculture, farm, management, computerization, a group of agricultural producers.

1. INTRODUCTION

Besides advanced machines, being the basis for precision agriculture, there
exists a much smaller tool, a computer equipped with appropriate software, that
may prove very useful, in particular in the area of production planning in a holding.
In precision agriculture, in which in fact everything is supported by computerization, microprocessors, automation and other hi-technologies, a PC is not advanced
anymore, and it may turn out to be the least expensive device in a holding. Computer is associated first of all with information technology, but it turns out to be
also indispensable in banks, schools, offices and other institutions. It has also more
and more applications in farming. The number of machines in which computer
plays an important part increases, and with the use of appropriate software, a lot of
time and money can be saved. IT application in agriculture has one aim: to make
farming easier and more comfortable.

As far as population of the whole country is concerned, there is a computer in
54% of households, and 41% of households use internets. In the cities with more
than 100 thousand inhabitants 60% of households use computer, in the countryside
this is 46%. There exists a problem of computer network development in our country. Admittedly the situation is continuously improving, and there are more and
more households with access to internet, still the process is quite slow. The reason
for this situation are serious funds that have to be invested in building a network
with internet access.
Lowering of the prices of computer equipment results among others in fast increase of the number of computers in villages and thus in holdings. A farmer owning a computer, besides using entertainment software, starts looking for the possibility of using IT to support farming[1]. Although there exists more and more software dedicated to agriculture, still little research has been made in our country to
find out what types of applications are demanded by farmers. [2].
2. COMPUTER AIDED FARMING

“Agronom 2007” – the latest version of a well-known application supporting
management of a holding, is an advanced application offering functions facilitating
gathering, storage and processing of information about holding. Data can be easily
introduced (by hand, copy-paste) into the system. There is a possibility to gather
information on the history of crops, treatments and soil maps. Moreover files of
protection treatments, with data of all chemicals and other means used are created.
There is no problem with e-maps loading.
The application consists of three modules. The first one facilitates /enables
complete stock management, the second – filling-in applications for direct farming
subsidies, the third, and the most important one enables transfer of GPS measurements from ‘AgroPomiarGPS” application. “AgroPomiarGPS” is an application for
making ones-own measurements with the use of GPS technology. On the basis of
these measurements the application can create a map of the measured fields/areas
and calculate total area. Thanks to the data transfer function, the data can be easily
transferred into a PC.
“eLMID AgrarGIS” is yet another application supporting farming management. Similarly to „Agronom” it operates on the Microsoft Windows platform.
With the use of this application information about performed field works can be
introduced and operations that have to be carried out – planned. “eLMID” is an
application for making balances, reports, print-outs and graphs. With the use of the
introduced data financial analyses, profit and loss statements can be made. Maps of
soil richness, project and topography maps as well as aerial pictures can be loaded
into the application.
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Also “Agrocom” company produces its own software. The application of its
“Agro-Net NG” is extremely friendly. The path to directories, listings and functions through the main window is very clear. Similarly to previous systems, „AgroNet NG” enables working with maps, creating directories, files, field cards, crop
maps.
“AgroMap” is a system dedicated to precision farming. This application facilitates preparation of operations of variable, precision distribution of fertilisers on
the basis of input data, i.e. soil examination (first of all), crop maps (maps presenting single field crop variability ), electromagnetic scanning of soil EM38 (a very
interesting and promising solution enabling precise specification of soil granulation
and thus diversifying fertilising of light, medium and heavy soils).
“WinPasze” is an application for balancing and optimisation of feeding swine,
cattle and poultry. The application exists in four versions; from the least expensive
and the simplest educational version (for training, demonstrations and workshops)
via Farm versions (for producers who prepare pasturage in their farms) to professional version offering all possible functions including a possibility of extending
the list of species of animals and defining new nutrient elements. “AnaPig”, “WinPasze’, ‘OptiMate” can cooperate and within some time they should be fully connected to the Central Internet database of the Polish Association of Breeders and
Producers of Pork “Polsus”.
“Agroboss”, a producer of computer software for agriculture, offers a large
packet of applications. The company has developed an application for cattle breeders called “Ferma”, which is a complex system for managing a herd of cattle,
keeping data of cows, bulls and calves. „Ferma” can be used for any number of
cow-houses and contains cow files, in which information about lactation, calving,
llnesses, measurements, inseminations and numerous other factors are stored. The
application has a great advantage of a possibility of importing data from the state
information system Symlek.
Computer aided management of a poultry flock (egg-laying and meat one), is
the main task of the application “Drób”. The application offers an interesting possibility of managing a farm consisting of numerous hen-houses and store-houses
(of packages, breeders, eggs and chicks). For every building a special file is created, which can be later supplemented with temperature data and information on
falls, and the use of breeder or water. Basing on the above information and on other
data, the user has a possibility of creating reports and graphs. An option of issuing
VAT invoices (simplified, regular, corrective and RR) is an important feature of
the application. Also payment control is assured.
The short overview of applications for computer aided management of a farm
presented above proves that famers have a great choice of applications available on
market. The applications are adjusted to actually every area of agriculture and are
more or less advanced as far as computer technology is concerned. There exists a
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different question of their accessibility or rather awareness of their existence
among farmers. That is why farming consultancy should constitute a pillar for enhancing consciousness of farmers in his area.
Creating the Integrated System of Farming Consultancy means developing
certain organizational and functional form of cooperation and communication between entities engaged in broadly understood agriculture. The task of the system
should be standardization and organising of relations taking place in agriculture as
well as establishing an appropriate tele-information structure facilitating the relations. The basic product being a subject of communication in farming consultancy
are data and knowledge. This has been the actual situation for the few dozen years
of farming consultancy in an institutionalized form. After accession of Poland into
the UE the whole environment of consultancy functioning has changed. The consultancy has to face challenges of increasing competition. Also demand for consultancy service grows immensely (although farmers still may not be fully aware of
that fact). Experience of particular advisors and units of farming consultancy is so
rich that in order not to get lost, a system for managing flow of data, information
and knowledge is necessary.
3. RESEARCH RESULTS

Te research was carried out for the sample of 210 farms in Lodz region in the
first quarter of 2009. The subject to the research were mainly individual farms. It is
important to stress this fact because the use of computer support of agriculture in
the Groups of Agricultural Producers is quite different.
3.1. Motivation for implementation of computer aided management

Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 present relation between motivation for implementation of computer support as an element improving conditions of farm management and accordingly: the longitude of a farm functioning, the size of a farm,
and the age of farmers.
It can be stated with 1-p probability ( 99.9%) that farmers’ motivation for implementation of computer support depends on the longitude of a farm functioning.
The strength of this relation measured by contingency factor equals 0.3. The analysis of the research results proves that owners of farms functioning for less than 20
years mostly (45.8%) claim that improvement of farm management conditions is an
average motivation for implementation of computer support. The owners of farms
functioning for more than 20 years mostly (51.7%) believe that improvement of
farm management conditions is a great motivation for implementing computer
aided management. It can be concluded from the general distribution of answers
given by farmers that improvement of farming management conditions possible
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after computer aided management implementation is to most farmers an attractive
motivation, regardless of the longitude of their farms functioning.
Table 1. Motivation for implementation of computer aided management
and the longitude of a farm functioning.
Longitude of functioning [years]
Total
up to 20
more than 20
low motivation
31
26
57
32.29%
22.81%
average motivation
44
29
73
45.83%
25.44%
high motivation
21
59
80
21.88%
51.75%
sum
96
114
210
chi-squre (χ2)
contingency factor

Value
20.17616
0.2960664
Source: the author’s on research.

Level of significance
p=0.00004

Table 2. Motivation for implementation of computer aided management
and the number of hectares.
Number of hectares
total
up to 10
above 10
low motivation
4
15
19
14.81%
32.61%
average motivation
14
11
25
51.85%
23.91%
high motivation
9
20
29
33.33%
43.48%
sum
27
46
73
chi-square (χ2)
Contingency factor

Value
Level of significance
6.388395
p=0.04100
0.2836726
Source: the author’s own research.

It can be stated with a probability of 1-p (99.9%) hat motivation for implementation of computer aided management depends on the size of a farm. The
strength of this relation measured by contingency factor equals 0.3. For most farmers (51.8%) owning farms up to 10 ha, motivation for computer aided management
implementation is on the average level, whereas for most (43.5% ) of the farmers
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who own farms of more than 10 ha this motivation is of great importance. Improvement of farms management conditions possible after implementation of computer aided management is attractive for most farmers regardless of size of the
farm. That is associated for them with improvement of the quality of living and
indirectly with higher profits.
Table 3. Motivation for implementation of computer aided management
and age of farmers
age [years]
total
under 31
31-40
41 and older
low
10
30
17
57
motivation
21.28%
25.00%
39.53%
average
15
55
3
73
motivation
31.91%
45.83%
6.98%
high
22
35
23
80
motivation
46.81%
29.17%
53.49%
sum
47
120
43
210
chi-square (χ2)
Contingency factor

Value
Level of significance
23.24476
p=0.00011
0.3156869
Source: the author’s own research.

It can be stated with 1-p probability (99.9%) that motivation for implementation of computer aided management in farm depends on the age of farmers. The
strength of this correlation measured by contingency factor equals 0.3. The research results analysis proves that farmers under 30 and above 40 (appropriately:
46.8% and 53.5%) mostly believe that improvement of farm management conditions is a significant motive for computer support implementation. For most of the
farmers (45.5%) at the age 31-40 this motivation is average. The above distribution of answers may result from the fact that farmers younger than 31 and older
than 40 may not take direct part in managing a farm (in the first case they are in the
learning age, only at the start of their activity, in the second case they are busy
helping the younger generation or they retire).
Statistical analysis of correlations between motivation for implementation of
computer aided management in farming, as an element enabling improvement of
farming management and such features as:
- geographical location of farm,
- education of farmers in the area of agriculture,
proves that the level of significance p≥0,05. As a result the feature x understood as
„improvement of conditions of farm management – motivation for implementation
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of computer support” and the feature understood as geographical location of a farm
or education of farmers in the area of agriculture are independent from each other.
3.2. Process monitoring and control

Process monitoring and control are among the most important aspects that can
be computer aided in farming. Table 4 presents correlation between monitoring and
control of processes and longevity of a farm functioning.
Table 4. Processes monitoring and control in relation to longevity of a farm functioning.
Longevity of functioning [years]
total
Up to 20
above 20
not important
27
37
64
28.13%
32.46%
medium importance
31
50
81
32.29%
43.86%
important
38
27
65
39.58%
23.68%
sum
96
114
210
chi-square (χ2)
Contingency factor

Value
Level of significance
6.384881
p=0.04108
0.1717762
Source: the author’s own research

It can be stated with 1-p probability, i.e. 95,9% that process monitoring and
control as an aspect that can be computer-aided depend on the longevity of a farm
functioning. The strength of this correlation measured by contingency factor equals
0.2. The analysis of research results proves that for most (39.6%) of the owners of
farms having functioned for less than 20 years process monitoring and control are
an area important for implementation of computer support, whereas for most
(43.9/% ) of the owners of farms functioning for over 20 years this area represents
an average level of significance. Such distribution of answers can be explained by
the fact that farmers owning farms for over 20 years have already developed their
rules and methods for monitoring and control of processes taking place in their
farms, which mostly do not provide for application of methods and techniques of
computer support. Statistical analysis of correlations between process monitoring
and control, as an area that can be computer aided, and such features as:
- geographical location of farm,
- education of farmers in the area of agriculture,
- size of a farm,
- age of farmers,
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indicate that the level of significance p≥0,05. In consequence, the feature y understood as geographical location of a farm or education of farmers in the area of agriculture, size of a farm or age of farmers are independent from one another.
4. SUMMARY

Presently computer support of farming leaves much to be desired. Although
there exist computer applications dedicated to this sector, farmers’ interest in them
is very low or almost non-existent. It should be highlighted that computer support
of farming does not necessarily have to be based on complicated and advanced
computer applications. Ordinary spreadsheets, designed according to user’s individual needs, created in popular MS Office Excel can also support farming. Still
one problem remains, which is shortage of computer training for farmers and small
percentage of farmers owning a computer to be used for planning, realisation, and
monitoring of processes taking place in holdings.
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Abstract. In this work solutions used in logistics systems in milk processing
companies were compared. The logistics solutions in this sector are still insufficiently recognized. A synthetic indicator of the level of logistics in the
dairy companies covering all logistical functions was used. Individual
weights were assigned to parameters taken under consideration. The results
assessed the actual level of logistics in researched companies. Calculated results are describing the level of logistics solutions that were compared with
assessments made by managers.
Key words. Logistics systems, milk processing branch, agribusiness.

1. INTRODUCTION

Among the most important actions performed within the framework of logistics one can list relocation and transportation of goods, warehousing and storage,
industrial packaging, manipulation of materials, stocks control, execution of orders,
demand forecast, production planning, purchasing, customer service at appropriate
level, location of facilities and warehouses, handling of returns, delivery of spare
parts and after-sale service as well as wastes collecting and removal. Such large
number of actions renders integrated approach to logistics starting already at the
products design stage necessary [1, 2].
An important problem for logistics are the levels at which logistics goals are
formulated and the choice, and implementation of logistics actions. The most
common division is the division into the strategic and operational levels. At the
strategic level the logistics strategy is formulated. This means that the basic problems and tasks in the logistics area are specified. Among the most significant ones
there is the shaping of the procurement, production organization and distribution
concepts. The purpose of operational management is, however, assurance of a harmonious course of the logistics activity [3]
All the actions undertaken in the supply chain should be subject to the pursuit
of satisfying customers’ needs. They can be of an anticipatory nature, i.e. result

from an earlier analysis of the environment and resources. On the other hand, the
actions can be of an adaptation nature, i.e. adept to the current, changing situation
in the market [4, 5].
The level of knowledge about the processes of logistics undergoes constant
changes. Logistics developed by going through different phases such as: the phase
of physical distribution, the phase of internal integration, the phase of logistics
engineering, the phase of supply chains [6]. Certain enterprises, especially small
ones, are characterized by a low level of logistics development.
Milk processing is one of the agribusiness branches. Solutions concerning logistics in this branch are still not recognized or described in the literature. In the
case of milk processing enterprises, one of the key areas of logistics is the obtaining of raw materials, while the choice of appropriate distribution channels decides
about the profitability of the conducted activity [7]. The increase in the share of
sales through modern distribution channels and the decreased sales through own
wholesalers can contribute to a worsened situation in enterprises [8].
2. METHODS OF RESEARCH

The purpose of the paper is to present the level of advancement of logistics
processes in the businesses dealing with milk processing in Poland. The following
tasks have been completed in order to attain the goal: a poll research covering the
most important areas of logistics activity was carried out, the joint indicator f the
level of logistics in businesses was defined, the results of assessment of the logistics in the enterprise were compared with entrepreneurs’ opinions on the level of
the logistics solutions in their companies. The analyses were carried out for all the
examined enterprises and in accordance with their size.
The data for the analysis comes from the poll research conducted from January to April 2010. 393 questionnaires were sent out of each 24 were returned, i.e.
6,1%. The poll included questions about the logistics solutions applied in the company in the following areas: logistics organization, stock, warehousing, packaging,
transport and IT. Also, questions about the level of knowledge concerning logistics
in the company and the assessment of the logistics solutions as compared to the
branch were included.
The assessment of the level of the logistics solutions was made with the use of
a synthetic indicator covering the particular logistics areas in enterprises: organization of logistics, customer service, stock, warehousing, transport, information technology. The answers collected in questions 2 to 4 were used with reference to each
of the areas. The indicator could have values in the range from 0 to 100. The share
of the particular partial assessments in the total indicator was as follows: organization of logistics – 15, customer service – 10, stocks – 30, warehousing – 10, packaging – 5, transport – 10, information management 20.
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Small enterprises were those which employed up to 50 people, medium-sized
enterprises were those which employed from 50 to 250 people, and large ones
above 250 people.
To present the results in graphic manner one presented the categorization of
the variables in figures 6-8. In literature, it is described by the division method of
Nowak [9]. 4 categories were divided:
I category [min x, x − s(x )] ,
II category
[x − s(x ), x ],
III category
[x , x + s(x )],
IV category
[x + s(x ), max x],
where x is the average value, s( x ) is a standard deviation, min x is the minimum value,
and max x is the value of the given feature in the given group.
The strength of the relationship between the estimated value of the synthetic
indicator and own assessment of the logistics level and the possessed knowledge in
the area of logistics solutions has been defined with the use of rank correlation
coefficients of Spearman and Kendall. The calculations have been made in Statistica 9.0 software.
3. RESULTS

The research was carried out in 24 enterprises in the milk processing sector.
The structure of enterprises has been presented in figure 1. The largest group was
constituted by small enterprises – 42%, then, medium-sized – 33%, and large companies: 25% of the examined units.

lar ge; 6;
25%

small; 10;
42%

medium;
8; 33%

Figure 1. Structure of size of researched enterprises (on base of number of employees).
Source: results of own research.
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The level of the applied solutions in the logistics scope differed in the particular group of enterprises. The highest level was specified for large enterprises: 64,3,
while the level for medium-sized enterprises was much lower: 53,5. The weakest
assessment was related to small enterprises: 48,2 (fig. 2). The general average assessment for all companies was 54 points. A visible advantage of large and medium-sized companies in the application of advanced solutions in logistics indicates undoubtedly that the necessity of improving logistics processes is strongly
related to the extent of activity. It can be related to servicing a much larger number
of recipients, a larger geographical reach of activity and a much greater number of
assortment items in large businesses [10]. This causes an increase in the number
and complexity of relations and requires introduction of increasingly advanced
logistics solutions.
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Figure 2. The level of synthetic indicator of logistic activity in milk processing companies
with regard to their size. Source: results of own research.

The particular areas of logistics have been assessed differently. The highest
assessment was given to the applied solutions in the stock and transport management area. The lowest assessment was given to information management and utilization of IT solutions (fig. 3).
The best evaluation concerns the areas connected with traditional logistics
functions realized within an enterprise. Stocks management was an important element of company management also in the period when the organizational integration of the particular logistics areas did not take place yet. Solutions in the areas
related to integration of logistics solutions in one whole were assessed at a lower
level. Both, separation of logistics management in an enterprise and separation of
the units responsible for its particular areas in the company as well as utilization of
IT systems for data collection, processing and exchange were not common. It led to
the situation where assessments in the areas of logistics organization and information management were low. Wicki and Jałowiecki [11] indicate that in spite of the
fact that the level of using IT tools in the examined milk processing enterprises has
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been evaluated at a relatively low level in today’s research in relation to the level
of solutions in other areas of logistics, in general it is higher than in other branches
of the agricultural-food processing sector.
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Figure 3. Evaluation of functional areas of logistics in milk processing companies
(in % of maximum score). Source: results of own research.

There were big differences in the evaluation of the particular functional areas
in companies of different sizes. In large businesses, the information area assessment was equivalent with 70% of the maximum value. Similarly high was transport
evaluation (81%), management of packaging (72%), or organization of logistics
(63%). For comparison, in small companies socks management areas (72%) and
transport (52%) were evaluated at the highest level. In medium-sized companies
the best assessment was related to the field of stocks management and organization
of logistics but information management in these companies was at the level of
40%.
On the basis of the evaluation one can say that together with the growing size
of enterprises, the level of the applied logistics solutions was increasing. Most of
all, in relation to the organizational separation of logistics departments or organizational units responsible for logistics and in relation to the introduction of logistics
information management covering all phases of the flow of materials in an enterprise as well as management of customer relations.
It was also appraised whether separation of the logistics department within the
enterprise’s structures was connected with the level of logistics actions or it was
dictated only by the fashion of changing names. The synthetic assessment of logistics in enterprises with a separated logistics department was considerable higher
than in the companies where there was no such department (fig. 4). The assessment
difference of 16 points is three Times higher than the one possible to achieve in the
logistics organization area in relation to the functioning of the logistics department
within a company.
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Figure 4. Evaluation of synthetic indicator of logistics in enterprises with logistics
department and without logistics department. Source: results of own research.

Introduction of changes in a business, including the scope of logistics actions,
requires that the management evaluate the existing solutions in the enterprise and
the knowledge of possible improvements. The respondents could choose from
amongst answer options – if it is completely sufficient or if there are any shortages,
or, finally, if it is too poor. Becoming aware that there are knowledge shortages can
lead to the gaining of knowledge and introduction of improvements in the company. Figure 5 presents the appraisal of the logistics level depending on the declared level of knowledge in the logistics field.
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Figure 5. Evaluation of synthetic indicator of logistics in dependency on level of declared
logistics knowledge level. Source: results of own research.

In none of the companies a low level of knowledge in the area of logistics was
declared. The level of synthetic indicator in logistics did not differ for those enterprises for which a rather low and rather high level of logistics knowledge was declared. Only in the enterprises with a declared high level of knowledge the value of
the indicator was higher. This means that enterprises often evaluate their own
knowledge incorrectly and subjectively. Irrespective of whether they think it is not
very god or almost sufficient, they apply similar solutions in logistics. It proves
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that in order to recognize the need of changes in the particular area of logistics
correctly, one should conduct an external audit of the logistics. It could allow a
correct and independent evaluation of the existing solutions and the need for
changes. In the agricultural business branches, the level of logistics knowledge in
milk processing enterprises was at the highest level. A similar result was obtained
only in the sector of fruit and vegetables processing [10].
The evaluation of the level of knowledge in logistics was not connected with
the observed level of the applied logistics solutions. In large enterprises which
frequently indicate knowledge shortages, the synthetic indicator of the logistics
level was above 75. The noted relation is the fact that irrespective of the size of the
enterprise, the ascertainment that the logistics knowledge was sufficient was related to the low level of the synthetic indicator (fig. 6). This relation is particularly
visible in small and large companies.
large
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com pany scale

70,00-75,00
65,00-70,00
60,00-65,00
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know ledge

micro and small
fully sufficient

55,00-60,00
50,00-55,00
45,00-50,00

Figure 6. Evaluation of synthetic logistics indicator in dependence on the level of
declared logistics knowledge and firm size of milk processing enterprises.
Source: results of own research.

The research covered a request for assessment of the advancement level of the
logistics solutions used in the business. One could indicate whether the solutions in
the individual logistics fields applied in the enterprise were at the average level
within the branch or at a lower or much lower level, or, perhaps, at a higher or a
much higher one. Jointly, the maximum number of points in the assessment of
solutions could be 100, if the highest Mark for every area was pointer to.
Figure 7 presents the results of the enterprises’ self-evaluation in relation to
their synthetic indicator. The greatest discrepancies between the self-evaluation and
the obtained synthetic indicator were noted in large enterprises. Both, in the enterprises which assessed their solutions below average and in those that evaluated
them highly, the calculated synthetic indicator exceeded 70 points. The smaller the
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companies were, the bigger their difficulties with a correct diagnosis of applied
logistics solutions were.
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35,00-40,00
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Figure 7. Evaluation of consistency between self-evaluation of logistics solutions and
calculated synthetic indicator of logistics in dependence on the firm size of milk processing
enterprises (classes of self-evaluation solutions were calculated accordingly to Nowak
methodology). Source: results of own research.

The analysis of compliance of the assessment regarding the applied logistics
solutions within a company and the synthetic indicator of the logistics level shows
that the management evaluate their company solutions higher than it is shown by
the standard assessment for the whole group of enterprises. Figure 7 presets the
consistency of self-evaluation with the evaluation according to the synthetic indicator in enterprises of diverse sizes. The highest level of consistency was reached in
large enterprises, for which the estimated synthetic indicator was higher than 60
points. Considerable discrepancies were seen in small and medium-sized enterprises, for which the synthetic indicator did not exceed 50 points. It indicates that
the limitation for modernization of logistics actions in small and medium-sized
companies is the management’s conviction of the correctness of the applied solutions. Figure 8 presents an example of such relations. The highest level of the synthetic indicator has been defined for the companies, in which it was pointed out
that the knowledge of logistics was often insufficient and usually sufficient (above
60 points). It is worth adding that in places where shortage in the knowledge were
mentioned, the level of the applied solutions, including self-assessment, was below
average. In the companies where a sufficient level of knowledge was mentioned,
logistics solutions applied therein were, at the same time, assessed highly. It is
significant that part of the companies, in which it was deemed that the logistics
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knowledge was sufficient had a low evaluation of the applied logistics solutions.
Their self-assessment was at a lower level than the synthetic indicator defined for
these companies. It means that part of entrepreneurs may not feel the need of improving their logistics processes.
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do 37
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Figure 8. Evaluation of consistency between declared level of knowledge in logistics
and calculated synthetic indicator of logistics in dependence on self-evaluation of logistics
solutions in milk processing enterprises (classes of self-evaluation solutions were calculated
accordingly to Nowak methodology). Source: results of own research.

The relation between self-evaluation of the level of logistics and the synthetic
assessment was appraised also with the use of correlation coefficients. The calculated indicator of correlation of the order of ranks by Spearman was 0,065, which
means that the relation between self-assessment of the logistics level and the synthetic indicator of the logistics level assessment was not proven. The correlation
coefficient tau by Kendall for these variables was 0,035 and it also indicates the
independence of the analyzed values. Also, base don the statistical evaluation of
the dependencies, one can say that the level of logistics solutions in the examined
enterprises was not evaluated correctly.
4. CONCLUSION

The research was an attempt of assessing the level of logistics solutions in
milk processing enterprises. The synthetic assessment indicator was used in the
assessment. The structure of this indicator covers the basic logistics functions.
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Large enterprises have been evaluated at the highest level – on average, 64 in the
100 points’ scale. It was lower in medium-sized and small enterprises, accordingly
54 and 48 points, respectively. The assessment diversification can result both, from
the fact that small companies act in local markets and serve a small number of recipients – it does not cause the necessity of using more advanced technology in the
enterprise’s logistics and from the fact that they have limited organizational and
financial possibilities regarding introduction of advanced solutions in the area of
logistics.
The highest assessment was the assessment of those logistics areas which
were developed in the period before the popularization of the integrative (joint)
formulation of logistics. It was the stocks management zone (the assessment was
65%) and transport management (60%). The lowest evaluation mark was given to
the solutions if areas such as packaging management and return logistics as well as
management of logistics information (49% and 43%, respectively).
The logistics functions developed in enterprises as early as in the period before the integration of the areas related to logistics are much better implemented
than those related to the integrative, all-embracing approach to the management of
the flow of goods and information, which is represented by the logistics perceived
in the contemporary world. Thus, many enterprises never undertook any actions
aimed at strengthening of their position in the market through better logistics service at all. It is necessary that information concerning correct and proper logistics
solutions for different sizes of companies is disseminated. This will enable entrepreneurs both, to make savings in the scope of the costs of stocks, warehousing,
packaging and transport but also achieve benefits in relation to a higher customer
service level.
The level of advancement of logistics solutions was correlated positively with
the organizational separation of the logistics department within the company structure. This means that the fact that in the given enterprise there is a separate department dealing with logistics can be one of the indicators of the logistics level.
It has been ascertained that the declared level of logistics knowledge is merely
connected with the quality of logistics solutions. Only in the group of entrepreneurs
in which a high logistics knowledge level was declared one obtained a significantly
higher synthetic assessment of logistics. For the remaining levels of knowledge,
from insufficient to almost always sufficient, the level of the applied logistics solutions in enterprises did not differ.
In the world of the conducted analyses, one can also formulate a thesis that
the limited possibilities of improving actions in the logistics scope result from the
excessively high self-assessment with reference to the logistics solutions applied in
enterprises. It was found in the research that the differences between the internal
and external assessment of activeness in logistics in enterprises are higher in small
and medium-sized enterprises. This means that in spite of the most often declared
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sufficient level of knowledge in the field of logistics, the applied solutions diverge
from the recommended practices. The most frequent shortages were related to areas
such as: utilization of formal tools for stocks management, appointment of the people responsible for all logistics actions, active management of transport which consists in optimized routes and cargo capacity of vehicles, use of automatic identification by bar codes, use of modern channels of communication with recipients or
information integration within one IT system.
Research granted by Ministry of Science and Higher Education from the funds for
science in years 2009-2012 as a scientific project no N N112 049637 “Procesy
logistyczne w funkcjonowaniu przedsiębiorstw przetwórstwa rolno-spożywczego”.
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